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Abstract
Policy shifts over the last decade have resulted in an increased focus on teacher
effectiveness as a key lever for increasing student academic outcomes. As a result,
districts and states began overhauling their teacher evaluation systems to more accurately
assess the performance of teachers. Many of these models included multiple measures
that when combined, are believed to more accurately measure a teacher’s individual
effectiveness. Because these models are being used to make human capital decisions, it is
imperative that the models be examined for both their efficacy and lack of bias.
Ultimately, this study examined two overarching themes: whether the teacher
evaluation model utilized in one large urban district provides an accurate assessment of
teacher quality and whether school and teacher characteristics are predictive of educator
evaluation ratings. Essentially, the study was conducted to determine whether the teacher
evaluation system being examined, accurately assesses the performance of all teachers
despite their race and the unique characteristics of the schools where they serve.
The data revealed that relationships existed between the three primary
components of the teacher evaluation system being examined: classroom observations,
student perceptions, and value-added, or growth scores, indicating that it was in fact an
accurate method for assessing teacher performance. However, the study revealed
relationships between the components of the model and characteristics of teachers and
schools. School culture and poverty concentration were linked to teacher performance
ratings. Results also showed that certain demographics, such as teacher race and school
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poverty concentration were in fact predictive of effectiveness ratings. The study found
that some teacher and school characteristics did predict teacher performance.
Implications resulting from the study should lead district leaders to consider how
evaluation scores are interpreted for certain races of teachers, particularly when these
teachers are serving in more challenging school environments (across-school variance)
and serving at-risk populations of students (within-school variance). Additional analyses
should be conducted to further investigate the unmitigated effects of these variables in
influencing a teacher’s performance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The United States is in crisis. The achievement of U.S. students in math, literacy,
and science lags behind the performance of students in many other nations. As evidenced
by the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) study in 2012, which
examined the performance of 15-year-old students across these content areas, U.S
students scored lower than the average for all the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries in mathematics. While the scores were not
significantly different than the average in reading and science, U.S. students still lagged
behind students in 19 and 22 education systems, respectively (NCES, 2015). The PISA
study is not the only metric used to assess how U.S. students are performing. NAEP,
which is our nation’s yardstick for measuring how well our students are performing,
reveals similar statistics.
Even after transitioning to the more rigorous Common Core State Standards
(CCSS), student proficiency in math declined while reading performance remained the
same. More specifically, only 35% of our nation’s fourth and eighth graders tested in
2015 were proficient in reading while 37% were proficient in math. Additionally, SAT
scores dropped significantly; a decline of 7 points in one year (Adams, 2015). These data
clearly indicate that many of our students are not well-prepared for success beyond high
school, in college and career. Despite state assessments showing that students are
performing well, nearly 60% of students must enroll in remedial coursework upon
enrolling in postsecondary institutions (SREB, 2010). It is imperative that we identify
factors contributing to the substandard performance of our nation’s students.
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One such factor that has been shown to explain a significant amount of variance
in student outcomes is the performance of the teacher. In fact, research has shown that the
teacher is the single most important determinant of student achievement (Rivkin,
Hanushek, & Kain, 2005). Even when students hail from economically disadvantaged
households, an effective teacher can facilitate them in making gains comparable to those
peers from higher socioeconomic backgrounds. Contrastingly, a teacher who is
marginally effective or ineffective cannot only negatively impact a student’s trajectory in
K-12 but also impact their lifetime earning potential. A research study conducted by
Chetty, Friedman, & Rockoff (2011), where students were essentially tracked from
elementary school to their careers, revealed that students consistently taught by teachers
who facilitate student growth over the years are more likely to attend college and less
likely to become pregnant than their peers. To put this more concretely, a classroom of
students taught by a highly effective teacher, or a teacher in the top 5% who constantly
pushes the needle on academic growth, will earn about $250,000 more during their
lifetime than a class of students who were not afforded the same opportunity (Chetty et
al., 2011).
While all students need access to effective teachers, the impact of ineffective
teaching practices on students from disadvantaged backgrounds is even more concerning.
Students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds often achieve at lower academic levels
than their peers from higher socioeconomic backgrounds. While our national graduation
rate is at its highest, students from the most disadvantaged backgrounds are not
experiencing the same success as their peers. In fact, high poverty students graduate at
2

lower rates than their peers in every state for which statistics were available. Of our 50
states, low income students only performed better than their less disadvantaged peers in
six states (Cosman, 2014). NAEP results revealed similar disparities. In 2015, only 21%
of fourth grade students from low-income backgrounds achieved proficiency on the
reading test compared to more than half of their peers (Boser, Baffour, & Vela, 2016).
While some have attributed this difference in performance to the households in
which many students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds are raised, others claim
these differences can only be partially attributed to the lack of resources in disadvantaged
homes, such as computers and high-quality reading materials (Lubienski & Lubienski,
2005). While it is obvious that schools cannot control a parent’s ability to provide their
children with material resources, schools can control the teachers who are hired and
retained to educate students every day. The disparity in educational outcomes for students
from disadvantaged backgrounds necessitates efforts that place the most effective
teachers in schools where they are most needed.
While providing the most effective teachers to the students who need them most
is important, many districts and states have found that it isn’t the easiest task to
accomplish. In fact, districts have attempted to implement practices to attract high-quality
teachers to more disadvantaged schools. These practices include additional monetary
incentives and even allowing teachers to transfer with colleagues from their schools to
new schools. In most cases, teachers just aren’t willing to do so. Working in schools with
high-poverty students is more challenging and requires a unique skillset that many
teachers don’t yet have. There are some high-quality teachers who have left their schools
3

in less impoverished areas to teach in high poverty schools, however. As revealed by
Papay (2013), these teachers often become disillusioned. While teachers prefer to work in
schools where they have access to a variety of resources that they can use to facilitate
success for students, teachers are not exiting due to a lack of resources. Instead, factors
such as school culture, peer relationships, and support from school leadership often drive
teachers to leave these schools. Failing to build strong cultures and leadership in high
poverty schools results in a revolving door, where teachers with potential constantly exit
and are replaced by teachers who are less effective and more inexperienced.
According to Taylor (2005), additional inequities in educational institutions are
attributing to the poor performance of students from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Teachers in high-poverty schools don’t receive the training and support that they need to
improve. Due to a lack of school funding, these teachers aren’t able to engage in
professional development activities as much as they need to. School leaders are often so
focused on student discipline and management that they are unable to fully commit to
serving as instructional leaders in their buildings. Since these teachers are already less
experienced in most cases, their growth trajectories are often stunted as a result. This
widely seen set of practices results in less qualified teachers being more prominent in
schools that represent disadvantaged student populations. When the neediest students are
not provided with access to effective teachers, the result is substandard performance
(Burris & Heubert, 2006).
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Background of the Problem
For decades, the methods used to identify high quality teachers, the teacher
evaluation process, were ineffective. Although many students were experiencing
academic difficulty, counterintuitively, most teachers were consistently rated as effective
or highly effective by their school principals. In fact, The Widget Effect, a study (2009)
conducted by The New Teacher Project, TNTP, in 12 school districts, revealed that less
than 1% of teachers received unsatisfactory ratings. In many cases, school districts
assessments of teacher performance were based on only 60 min of instruction a year
although teachers are with their students for 180 days. In some states, teachers were
observed even less regularly. In Tennessee, after teachers received tenure, principals were
only required to observe them once every five years.
Even when teachers were observed regularly, most districts did not use data to
improve instructional practice. For example, principals in the district being studied were
not required to have conversations with teachers about their observation results or to
provide feedback based on the findings. In some cases, teachers were not aware of their
scores until they asked the principal for a copy to include in their portfolios or to use
during job interviews (Anonymous District Teacher, personal communication, January
20, 2016).
The lack of differentiation in ratings for teachers resulted in districts failing to
reward effective teachers or dismiss ineffective teachers. As pointed out in the 2009
Widget Effect report, principals admitted that they had teachers in their schools who they
knew were not meeting expectations although they received satisfactory ratings. In fact,
5

81% of school principals and 57% of teachers stated that there were tenured teachers in
their schools with poor performance, yet half of the districts studied in the Widget Effect
failed to dismiss a single teacher over a period of two to five years for poor performance.
Honestly, failing to document the struggles of teachers and the support provided to them
to facilitate improvement made it virtually impossible to exit teachers who were doing
students a disservice.
To address these issues, the Obama Administration initiated Race to the Top, as
part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (U.S. Department of
Education, 2009). To earn funding from the national government, states had to
demonstrate that they were making changes in key areas that would impact student
outcomes. Modifying teacher evaluation systems to incorporate multiple measures and
align support to teacher development was a key area of focus for not only the national
government, but also for many districts. Since 2009, nineteen states have received Race
to the Top funding for creating plans to address the key education reform areas.
Tennessee was one of the first states to receive a Race to the Top award. With the award
of $500 million, the state was required to implement its education reform plan over a
four-year period. The state’s plan involved adopting key education reform components,
such as Common Core, and revamping the state’s educator evaluation model. Moving
away from the traditional teacher evaluation system where the only component was
classroom observations, the state of Tennessee revised its teacher rubric and included
measures of student achievement and growth in teacher evaluation ratings. When NAEP
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results were released in 2014, it revealed some of the fruit of Tennessee’s labor.
Tennessee students were identified as the fastest improving in the nation (Camera, 2015).
Instead of adopting the Tennessee Educator Acceleration Model, which is used in
most districts across the state, the district developed an alternate model of teacher
effectiveness. The Teacher Effectiveness Measure (TEM) used in a large, urban district in
the southeastern United States, is not only comprised of classroom observation ratings
and student achievement outcomes, but also incorporates additional variables associated
with student learning outcomes. The state of Tennessee made a huge step in requiring
multiple observations for all teachers each year and included an achievement component
to hold teachers accountable for student performance. The Measures of Effective
Teaching project, a national research projected lead by Tom Kane and funded by the
Gates Foundation, has shown, however, that combining observations of practice, student
achievement, and student feedback into teacher evaluations increases the reliability of
results even more. In fact, student feedback measures, such as Tripod surveys, have
proven to be stronger predictors of teacher performance than traditional measures like
degree attainment (Partee, 2012).
Although value-added scores face criticism across the country, by design, they are
intended to level the playing field for teachers and students. Instead of holding teachers
accountable for absolute student achievement, they are held accountable for the student
growth that they facilitate each year. Even if a student is performing below grade-level,
the classroom teacher is not penalized. Teachers are expected to help students meet
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minimum growth expectations set by the state. Essentially, a student should grow an
academic year for every year of instruction instead of losing ground.
While value-added scores serve as a semi-control for the background
characteristics of students that may impact achievement, observation ratings do not take
into account extraneous variables that may impact classroom interactions. In fact,
research has shown that teachers in high-poverty schools often receive observation
ratings that are substantially different from their peers in more affluent schools (Jiang &
Sporte, 2016). Since the majority of educators in high-poverty schools are minorities, a
concern is raised as to whether evaluation ratings are influenced by school characteristics
or if they reflect the actual performance of these teachers when compared to their peers.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine whether components of the TEM
evaluation system provide an accurate assessment of teacher effectiveness, and if so does
that hold for all teachers. The TEM is a multiple measure model comprised of five
components that should paint a picture of a teacher’s effectiveness. Although a teacher’s
scores will not be the same across all components, there should be alignment between
what evaluators see in classrooms, how students perceive the instruction that they
receive, and the actual gains that students make in core content areas.
The TEM model should serve as a tool for district and school leaders to assess
teacher performance and align development opportunities to evaluative results. It is
essential that the system serve as a valid measure of effectiveness for all teachers. Results
of various studies have revealed that teacher evaluation scores may be influenced by
8

teacher and school-level demographics. To better understand the relationship between
teacher evaluation ratings and school-level characteristics, this study also examined
evaluation scores for teachers in schools with varying levels of Non-White, ELL, SPED,
and Economically Disadvantaged students. At the teacher-level, the study sought to
determine whether there are differences in the ratings of teachers with varying levels of
experience and from different ethnic backgrounds.
Definition of Terms
Throughout this study, terms are used that are linked to student achievement
nationally or are specific to the teacher evaluation efforts in Tennessee and the district.
While general definitions of the terms are below, further knowledge of many of these
terms is built throughout this study:


NAEP is the National Assessment of Educational Progress. Often described as our
nation’s “yardstick”, it has been used since 1969 to assess what students across
the U.S. can do. National comparisons are based on the math and reading results
of 4th and 8th grade students (NCES, 2015).



Tennessee Educator Acceleration Model (TEAM) - Evaluation model for
Tennessee teachers that was first implemented in the 2011-12 school year
(Tennessee Department of Education, 2012).



Teacher Effectiveness Measure (TEM) is the evaluation model currently used in
Shelby County Schools. This evaluation model was developed by district staff, as
part of the Teacher Effectiveness Initiative. The model is comprised of several
components with varied weightings: value-added, 35%; student achievement,
9

15%; classroom observations, 35%; stakeholder surveys, 5%; and content
knowledge, 10%.


TVAAS - The Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System estimates student
growth in relation to prior achievement on standardized assessments. Teachers’
scores are not based on absolute achievement of students. Instead, scores are
derived based on how much students are predicted to grow based on prior
performance and the actual growth that a teacher facilitates (Magouirk, 2014).



TEM Rubric - The TEM rubric is used to assess the instructional practices of
teachers. Teachers are rated based on their performance in the following domains:
Plan, Teach, Reflect and Adjust, and Cultivate Learning Environment.



Classroom Observations - Classroom observations are based on the TEM rubric.
These observations are typically conducted by principals, assistant principals,
district staff, and instructional coaches with administrative licensure.



TEM General Education Rubric - The TEM General Education Rubric is used to
assess the instructional practices of teachers in general education classrooms. It is
not used to assess librarians, SPED teachers, coaches, or guidance counselors.



Tripod Surveys - TRIPOD surveys are a component of the TEM model, currently
in use in Shelby County Schools. These surveys are used to assess students’
perceptions of their teachers’ classroom practices. These surveys do not measure
how well students like their teachers. Survey results provide teachers with
invaluable feedback that can be used to strengthen their instructional practice
(Ferguson, 2015).
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Construct -These are the seven components of effective teaching included in
Tripod surveys. Research has shown links between these constructs and student
engagement and achievement: Care, Captivate, Consolidate, Classroom
Management (formerly Control), Confer, Clarify, and Challenge (Ferguson,
2015).



ELL - This represents English Language Learners, or students who are not native
English speakers (National Council of Teachers of English, 2008).



SPED - This represents Special Education students, who have special academic
needs because of physical disability, learning disability, or behavior problems
(Special Education Guide, 2016).



Economically Disadvantaged - This represents the percentage of students at each
school who qualify for free and reduced price lunch.



American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (2009) - A plan signed by President
Obama to improve the quality of American life through various measures,
including expanding educational opportunities (Department of the Treasury,
2015).



Race to the Top - A $4 billion grant designed by the federal government to
incentivize states to design and implement education reform policies to improve
student outcomes (U. S. Department of Education, 2010).



Novice teacher - A teacher with less than five years of teaching experience (Kim,
2011).
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Veteran teacher - A teacher with five or more years of teaching experience (Kim,
2011).



Instructional Culture Insight Index Score - Is a percentile score that compares
instructional culture across schools. The Insight Score is based on teacher
responses to key survey items that measure school instructional culture (TNTP,
2012).

Conceptual Framework
The study examines the issue of teacher effectiveness through the lens of social
systems theory. Social systems theory considers the various parts, or systems, that are a
part of the school, as well as the interaction between and among the parts (Hanson, 1973).
An educational system is both the process and outcome of the relationships among its
components (teachers, leaders, curriculum and content, students, and climate and culture
and the relationship this system has with its environment (King & Frick, 1999). One
problem that has historically been true within the cyclical reform efforts, is that change
has been made in factions rather than comprehensively. For example, systems theory tells
us that when a therapist treats the additive parent and helps them reach sobriety but fails
to also work with the broader family systems, the desired impact is not realized.
Likewise, tinkering with only one component of the educational system will minimize the
impact of that reform. Therefore, as investments have been made in the area of teacher
effectiveness, it is important to understand the efficacy of the various models in order to
better understand the role of teacher effectiveness within the broader social system of
education.
12

Additionally, the lack of student achievement has pushed the educational field,
particularly urban education, into continual reform. And there have been several
iterations of reform movement. Under the current reforms, principals are expected to be
strong instructional leaders who are charged with enhancing the academic achievement
and outcomes for all students. There has been a realization that in part, because of the
sheer volume of the problem, principals are not able to drive the scale and pace of change
needed alone. Principals are therefore having to pull teachers and their effectiveness into
the accountability puzzle. If teachers are going to be involved in being accountable for
enhancing student achievement, there must be reliable ways to measure their
effectiveness.
Martin Haberman (1995) coined the phrase start teachers and talks about the role
that these teachers play in enhancing the academic achievement for students, particularly
those in poverty. According to Haberman, teachers who are or are likely to be successful
with students exhibit certain traits. These traits tell a story about how these star teachers,
as a part of their role within the broader social system of education are able to interact
with students, with one another, and within the broader school context. Many of these
same skills identified by Haberman (1995) are those that are examined in numerous
teacher evaluation models, including the TEM. It is imperative to understand these skills
and how to measure them, particularly within the context of the teachers’ role as an
aspect of the broader accountability puzzle.
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Research Questions and Hypotheses
The following research questions were examined in this study:
Primary Question 1. Are the components of the TEM an accurate assessment of
teacher performance? And if so, does that hold consistently across teacher
demographic characteristics of race and years of experience?
Secondary Question 1. What is the relationship between multiple measures of
teacher effectiveness: teacher observation scores, teacher-level student growth
scores, and student perceptions of teacher performance?
Primary Hypothesis 1
H10: There is no relationship between teacher observation scores, TVAAS scores,
and Tripod scores.
H1a: There is a relationship between teacher observation scores, TVAAS scores,
and Tripod scores.
Secondary Question 2. How are teacher effectiveness ratings distributed for teachers of
different races and teachers with varying levels of experience?
Subquestion 1a. What is the distribution of teacher observation scores for White
teachers compared to their Non-White peers and Novice teachers compared to
Veteran teachers?
Subquestion 1b. What is the distribution of Tripod scores for White teachers
compared to their Non-White peers and Novice teachers compared to Veteran
teachers?
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Subquestion 1c. What is the distribution of TVAAS scores for White teachers
compared to their Non-White peers and Novice teachers compared to Veteran
teachers?
Secondary Hypothesis 1
H1a0: There is no difference between the distribution of observation, Tripod, and
TVAAS scores for teachers for teachers of different races and with varying years
of experience.
H1aa: There is a difference between the distribution of observation, Tripod, and
TVAAS scores for teachers of different races and with varying years of
experience.
Primary Question 2. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict teacher evaluation
ratings?
Secondary Question 3. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the observation
scores assigned to teachers?
Subquestion 3a. How are observation scores influenced by school-level
characteristics (% Economically Disadvantaged, ELL, SPED, Non-White
students, School Culture)?
Subquestion 3b. How are observation scores influenced by teacher characteristics
(Race, Years of Experience)?
H30: There is not a predictive relationship between characteristics of
teachers and schools and the observation scores assigned to teachers.
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H3a: There is a predictive relationship between characteristics of teachers
and schools and the observation scores assigned to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H3a0: There is not a predictive relationship
between school characteristics and the observation scores assigned
to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H3aa: There is a predictive relationship between
school characteristics and the observation scores assigned to
teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H3b0: There is not a predictive relationship
between teacher characteristics and the observation scores assigned
to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H3ba: There is a predictive relationship between
teacher characteristics and the observation scores assigned to
teachers.
Secondary Question 4. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the Tripod
scores assigned to teachers?
Subquestion 4a. How are Tripod scores influenced by school-level characteristics
(% Economically Disadvantaged, ELL, SPED, Non-White students, School
Culture)?
Subquestion 4b. How are Tripod scores influenced by teacher characteristics
(Race, Years of Experience)?
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H40: There is not a predictive relationship between characteristics of
teachers and schools and the Tripod scores assigned to teachers.
H4a: There is a predictive relationship between characteristics of teachers
and schools and the Tripod scores assigned to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H4a0: There is not a predictive relationship
between school characteristics and the Tripod scores assigned to
teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H4aa: There is a predictive relationship between
school characteristics and the Tripod scores assigned to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H4b0: There is not a predictive relationship
between teacher characteristics and the Tripod scores assigned to
teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H4ba: There is a predictive relationship between
teacher characteristics and the Tripod scores assigned to teachers.
Secondary Question 5. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the Individual
TVAAS scores assigned to teachers?
Subquestion 5a. How are Individual TVAAS scores influenced by school-level
characteristics (% Economically Disadvantaged, ELL, SPED, Non-White
students, School Culture)?
Subquestion 5b. How are Individual TVAAS scores influenced by teacher
characteristics (Race, Years of Experience)?
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H50: There is not a predictive relationship between characteristics of
teachers and schools and the Individual TVAAS scores assigned to
teachers.
H5a: There is a predictive relationship between characteristics of teachers
and schools and the Individual TVAAS scores assigned to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H5a0: There is not a predictive relationship
between school characteristics and the Individual TVAAS scores
assigned to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H5aa: There is a predictive relationship between
school characteristics and the Individual TVAAS scores assigned
to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H5b0: There is not a predictive relationship
between teacher characteristics and the Individual TVAAS scores
assigned to teachers.
Sub-hypothesis H5ba: There is a predictive relationship between
teacher characteristics and the Individual TVAAS scores assigned
to teachers.
Significance of Study
For years, teachers and school leaders were not held accountable for student
outcomes. The lack of accountability resulted in students leaving high school ill-prepared
for college level coursework. Thus, too many students were required to enroll in remedial
coursework. Enrolling in remedial coursework not only impacted students during the first
18

year of college but had more far-reaching impact. Enrollment in remedial coursework is
correlated with graduation rates. The majority of students who enroll in remedial courses
never receive a college degree (SREB, 2010). It is imperative that American students
leave high school better prepared for the rigor of college-level courses.
Since research has shown that a teacher has a greater impact on student outcomes
than any other school-related factor, teacher evaluations must provide an accurate
assessment of teacher performance. Accurate assessments of performance will allow
school districts to align development and support efforts to identified areas of need for
individual teachers. Over time, districts will be able to track whether development efforts
are effective in improving teacher practice. More importantly, accurate evaluations will
allow school leaders to determine which teachers at their schools are improving. They
will also be able to determine whether teachers are improving at the desired rate. When
teachers are not improving over time, however, school leaders will be able to use the
results of evaluations and evidence of the support provided to exit teachers from their
schools. While this may sound harsh, every year with an ineffective teacher reduces the
likelihood that students will experience success in college and career.
This study examined the extent to which the TEM is providing an accurate
assessment of teacher performance. It also revealed whether the evaluation model
accurately assesses performance for teachers despite the type of school that they work in.
If evaluation ratings for teachers are dependent on teacher and school characteristics, this
research study will lay the foundation for district and state officials to reexamine the way
teachers are being evaluated.
19

Limitations
This study had some limitations that may impact the generalizability of its results.
Teacher performance data were collected for the 12-13 school year. This study was a
snapshot of one year versus a year-over-year analysis. Teachers may and many do, grow
over time. Therefore, it is important to contextualize these findings within the limitation
that it represents one moment in a more longitudinal picture of a teacher’s overarching
professional career. Additionally, there have been numerous changes in the structure of
the district, professional development platforms, coaching models, and observation
rubrics since that time. Therefore, it is possible that some of the findings may be different
if data from a more recent school year were utilized.
It is also assumed that the Tripod constructs represent effective teaching practices
for all teachers and are predictive of student achievement for all students. It may be the
case that Tripod survey results are not predictive of achievement for students in Shelby
County Schools or that the predictive power may differ for students from different
socioeconomic backgrounds.
Another limitation of this study was the fact that only results of one evaluation
system were examined. Since evaluation systems across the nation are comprised of
different measures, this study’s results may not be generalizable to all school districts.
Study Overview
This research study is comprised of five chapters. Chapter 1 serves as the
blueprint for the entire study. This chapter provided background into our issue in a
national and local context. Additionally, this chapter revealed why it is important to
20

examine our research questions in light of current issues. Chapter 2 provides a review of
literature as it relates to: (a) teacher effectiveness, (b) teacher evaluation, (c)
characteristics of teachers in low and high poverty schools, and (d) the impact of
effective teachers on student outcomes. The conceptual framework used within this
research study is also further outlined in Chapter 2. Methodology and statistical
procedures are outlined in Chapter 3. This includes a breakdown of how the data were
collected and analyzed. While findings will be outlined at a high-level in Chapter 4, the
culmination of the entire research study is Chapter 5, where the findings will be
synthesized. This synthesis will include recommendations for the evaluative process for
teachers as well as additional topics for exploration.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Accountability
The war against educational disparity had its start during the presidency of
Lyndon Johnson. The signing of the original Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 was linked to Johnson’s “War on Poverty” and envisioned as the tool to transform
education for many American students (The Social Welfare History Project, 2014). This
act ensured that the federal government allocated more than $1 billion in additional
funding to schools serving large proportions of economically disadvantaged students. It
was believed that the passage of ESEA would eliminate the effects of poverty on
economically disadvantaged students and dramatically increase the rate at which these
students earned high school diplomas (Klein, 2015).
Over the last 50 years, the original ESEA has been revisited and amended many
times to ensure states and local school districts are adequately addressing the needs of all
students. Within a decade, Title I evolved from Johnson’s initial plan to spend funds
directly on low-income students to the development of schoolwide programs to address
the needs of all students in high poverty schools (Klein, 2015).
During the Clinton presidency, ESEA was reauthorized by the Improving
America’s Schools Act, IASA. Passing this law was a victory not only for the Clinton
administration but also for economically disadvantaged students. It required teachers and
school leaders to hold economically disadvantaged students to the same standards as their
peers (Mead, 2007). This law also required states to identify schools that needed
additional intervention to facilitate improvement.
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IASA failed to have the intended impact on academic outcomes for students. As a
result, the federal government passed a major reauthorization in 2001, No Child Left
Behind (Skinner, 2009). Based on the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), all students
were expected to achieve proficiency in mathematics and reading by the 2013-2014
school year. To that aim, schools were required to make Adequate Yearly Progress, AYP,
each school year to receive a passing grade (Mathis, 2006). AYP was based on whether
students met specific targets in mathematics and reading each school year. In addition to
focusing on the performance of students overall, AYP was also dependent on how
various subgroups, such as low-income, racial minorities, and SPED students performed
(Johnson, 2007).
In addition to new accountability standards for schools, NCLB placed stricter
standards on teachers. Teachers were held accountable for whether their students attained
minimum scores for proficiency on state assessments. NCLB did not consider how
students were performing when they entered a teacher’s classroom (Turner, 2015). In
fact, educators in urban schools were expected to facilitate students in reaching the same
proficiency levels as students in suburban areas. NCLB disadvantaged teachers in high
poverty schools where students often entered their classrooms one or more years below
grade level. Even if a teacher facilitated a student in growing several grade levels during
an academic year, they still received a failing score, by NCLB standards, if their students
did not meet grade level expectations.
The Nation’s Report Card, which is based on the NAEP assessment, shows how
fourth and eighth grade students are performing nationally. Based on a representative
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sample of students, our nation’s students were performing very poorly in 2003, the year
after the No Child Left Behind Act was instituted. Less than 1/3 of the nation’s fourth
and eighth grade students achieved proficiency in Reading. While close to 1/3 of fourth
grade students were proficient in math, only 29% of eighth grade students were proficient
as measured by NAEP (Wirt et al., 2003). NCLB was established to improve statistics
such as these.
Over time, the demands of NCLB became increasingly unpopular with educators
and teachers’ unions. In many states, students were over-tested. This resulted in more
time being spent “teaching to the test” which resulted in less time to teach the skills that
students needed to be successful in post-secondary ventures (Walker, 2015). NCLB also
became unpopular because of the transitions and restructuring that occurred in schools
when they failed to meet AYP. Schools that failed to meet AYP for six years were often
taken over by their state department of education and required to replace most of their
teaching staff. Even after such drastic changes, many of these schools faced challenges
that prevented all students from reaching proficiency in math and reading.
Although NCLB required vast changes for teachers and schools, it did not deliver
on its promise of proficiency for all students. In fact, over the course of 11 years and
several reauthorizations of ESEA, there was only a 7-point increase in the percent of
fourth and eighth grade students identified as proficient and advanced by the NAEP
reading assessment (National Center for Education Statistics, 2013). Although NAEP
results from 1990 revealed that students struggled more in Mathematics than in Reading,
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mathematics improvement by 2013 eclipsed that for Reading. Approximately 42% of
fourth graders and 36% of eighth graders were proficient in Mathematics.
The failure of NCLB to truly transform academic outcomes and the realization
that a one size fits all model would not facilitate improvement for all American students
led to the 2015 reauthorization of ESEA. The Every Student Succeeds Act, ESSA,
replaced the NCLB Act of 2001 (Korte, 2015). In August, ESEA waivers will expire and
ESSA will go into effect. One of the major changes that will occur because of ESSA is a
shift in accountability from the federal government to states and districts. Districts and
states will have the autonomy to create their own accountability systems, as well as
identify strategies to improve student performance (Camera, 2015).
There are key areas that ESSA requires districts and states to focus on. States
must establish long-term goals for improving outcomes for all students and students in
specific subgroups (The Education Trust, 2016). Although the federal government has
provided states and districts with some parameters for what these goals should include,
they won’t influence the goals that are set (Korte, 2015). Goals should reflect a focus on
state assessments and graduation rates, while taking into account the improvement
specific subgroups must make to narrow the achievement gap (The Education Trust,
2016).
ESSA also requires states to develop a process for assigning performance ratings
to schools. These ratings will be comprised of various components including proficiency
on state assessments, proficiency for English Learners, and other measures of academic
performance. States must also identify Title I schools that are underperforming. The
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federal government has defined several measures that should be used to determine which
schools are underperforming. Schools performing in the bottom 5% on state tests,
graduating less than 67% of students, and failing to meet the needs of student subgroups
should receive additional intervention from their district and state leaders (National
Conference of State Legislatures, 2015). Unlike NCLB, ESSA does not outline specific
interventions that districts and states must implement to improve chronically
underperforming schools.
The emergence of ESSA is also changing many of the educator requirements set
by NCLB. The NCLB act required teachers to be highly-qualified in the subject areas that
they taught. The highly qualified requirement essentially meant that teachers had to hold
a degree and certification in the subject area that they taught (Sawchuk, 2016). While this
requirement did prevent schools from staffing classrooms with teachers who failed to
meet certain standards, it didn’t guarantee that these teachers would facilitate better
student outcomes than individuals without the highly qualified status. Under ESSA, the
federal government will afford states the opportunity to define a highly qualified or
effective teacher within their state context. States will be required to share data on teacher
qualifications, experience, and fields of study, as well as the distribution of these teachers
in low and high poverty schools (Connally & Tooley, 2016). States must ensure that the
distribution of effective teachers is equitable.
In addition to removing regulations for how effective or highly qualified teachers
are defined, the national government will allow states to determine how teachers will be
evaluated. The flexibility given to districts under ESSA is far removed from the
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requirements of NCLB waivers. States receiving NCLB waivers had to ensure that a
substantial percentage of teacher evaluation scores were comprised of a student growth
measure. States will not be required to link teacher performance evaluations to
standardized test scores. Federal funding can be used to sustain these practices, however.
Districts will also have the flexibility to totally revamp their evaluation systems when
ESEA waivers expire (Ravitch, 2016).
Achievement Gap
The first Elementary and Secondary Education Act was implemented 50 years
ago. Since then, ESEA has been reauthorized seven times. More federal dollars have been
invested in ESEA than for any other education initiative. Although there have been
significant investments by the federal government into ESEA and many of its programs,
such as Title I, student performance is still subpar. Overall, students in the United States
are lagging behind many industrialized nations academically. Additionally, the
achievement gaps between subgroups of students have failed to close over five decades.
To assess the achievement of our nation’s students and their preparedness for
success in college and careers, states administer standardized tests to assess student
performance. Ideally, assessment data should provide parents with accurate information
on their child’s performance so they can provide them with the appropriate supports at
home. A report released by Achieve in 2015 revealed that this is not always the case.
States have administered assessments to students across many grade levels each year,
however, these assessments were not painting the most accurate pictures of student
performance (Achieve, 2015). For more than half of states across the nation, there was a
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30-point discrepancy between the 2013 NAEP and their state assessments. Essentially,
state assessment results communicated the idea that students were meeting expectations,
while NAEP results were showing that students are not prepared for success in more
rigorous coursework, college, and careers. This “honesty gap”, the difference between the
results of state assessments and NAEP, prevented parents from being able to work with
educators to improve the performance of their children.
Over the last five years, most states have either adopted the Common Core State
Standards or refined their existing standards to reflect the demands that students will face
in college. In addition to adopting rigorous standards, states have also refined the
assessments used to measure student learning. The new report released by Achieve
revealed that the changes enacted by many states have resulted in a narrowing of the
“honesty gap” (2016). Based on the current report, 16 schools have eliminated their
honesty gap or narrowed the gap to 5 percentage points. There are still substantial gaps
between NAEP results and state assessment scores in Tennessee, however. The 8th grade
mathematics gap widened resulting in a 25-point discrepancy between NAEP results and
state assessment scores (Balakit, 2016).
According to NAEP results released this year, average scores earned by high
school students changed slightly from 2013-2015. Reading and math scores dropped by
one point (Hinckley, 2016). Results also revealed a drop in college preparedness rates, as
measured by NAEP. Only 37% of high school students are prepared for college level
reading and math courses (Zernike, 2016). In addition to subpar college preparedness
rates for all students, NAEP also revealed that the gap between the achievement of
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struggling students and their high-performing peers widened. On the reading assessment,
performance for students in the Bottom 10% and the bottom 25% have declined while
scores for high performing students have improved. NAEP results for fourth and eighth
grade students were not promising either. Math scores dropped for students in both grade
levels. Reading scores remained stagnant with slightly more than 1/3 of fourth grade and
eighth grade students achieving proficiency (The Nation’s Report Card, 2015).
The lack of improvement in reading and math proficiency over time is not the
most troubling statistic highlighted by student assessment data. The persistent
achievement gap is even more troubling. Thinking back to the beginning of ESEA in
1965, one of the aims was improving performance of students from high poverty
backgrounds. Even after many changes to the education landscape and several
reauthorizations of ESEA, achievement gaps persist between racial and socioeconomic
subgroups.
As a mandate of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a study to access the quality of
schools attended by Black and White students was conducted (Hanushek, 2016). Data
from more than 300 schools and 600,000 students were analyzed and synthesized to
produce the report, “Equality of Education Opportunity”, in 1966. This report, which is
often termed the Coleman Report, highlighted the differences in performance of Black
and White students. The report revealed a stark contrast between the achievement of
Black and White students in both math and reading. At the time of the report, the average
Black 12th grader performed at the 13th percentile of the scoring distribution for White
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students (Hanushek, 2016). In other words, 87% of White students outperformed the
average Black 12th grader.
A recent study examined five years of student assessment data in districts that
have completed a decade of federal and state accountability initiatives focused on closing
the achievement gap between Black students and their peers (Sparks, 2016). Racial
achievement gaps existed in all of the 2,500 school districts studied except Detroit.
Researchers contend that this is the case since both White and Black students in Detroit
are performing poorly.
An analysis of 2013 NAEP results revealed that racial achievement gaps persist
50 years after the release of the Coleman Report. White students are still significantly
outperforming their Black peers. Achievement of the average Black 12th grader lags
behind 81% of their peers in math and 78% of their peers in reading (Hanushek, 2016).
To put the lack of improvement in perspective, Hanushek asserted that it will take “two
and a half centuries before the black-white math gap closes and over one and a half
centuries until the reading gap closes” if the current pace of improvement continues.
For decades, a gap has existed between the performance of students from poor
families and their affluent peers. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
was partially motivated by the differences in performance between poor students and
their peers from less disadvantaged backgrounds. Some researchers even assert that the
effect of poverty on achievement is so substantial that it can stand alone in impacting
academic success. (Biddle & Payne, 2012). While the impact of poverty cannot be
denied, factors associated with poverty may contribute just as much to the achievement
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gap. The achievement gap between low and high SES students may be exacerbated by
limited resources and exposure to less effective teachers (Burris & Heubert, 2006).
Students who reside in low income homes often lack access to the same materials and
resources as students from affluent backgrounds (Lubienski & Lubienski, 2005).
Additionally, students from low socioeconomic backgrounds often attend schools with a
high concentration of students from poverty-stricken backgrounds. Most districts face
challenges when trying to attract the most highly qualified teachers to these schools.
A recent study examined the academic achievement of students in the nation’s
100 largest school districts (Rich, 2016). Data collected from tests administered to third
through eighth graders over a four-year period showed that the performance of students
in school districts with the highest concentrations of poverty trailed the performance of
their peers in the richest districts by four grade levels.
A 2013 ACT report highlighted differences between low SES students and their
peers. When students from low socioeconomic backgrounds were asked about their
educational aspirations, their responses were pretty similar to students from more affluent
backgrounds. More than 80% of low income students stated that they planned to attend
college after graduating from high school. Their performance on the college readiness
assessment, however, indicated that they are ill-prepared for the demands of college
coursework. Only 27% of students in households with incomes less than $36,000 met the
college readiness benchmarks in Reading while 24% of these students met the Math
benchmark. Students from affluent backgrounds fared much better. When students’
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household incomes exceeded $100,000, 64% met the college readiness benchmark in
Reading and 66% met the benchmark in Math (Klein, 2015).
Results from the Educational Longitudinal Study of 2002 highlighted differences
in educational attainment for students from different backgrounds (Musu-Gillette, 2015).
A group of 10th grade students were surveyed in 2002 and throughout their
postsecondary ventures. When the educational attainment levels of these students were
assessed ten years later, several interesting findings were revealed. Only 14% of students
from low socioeconomic backgrounds earned Bachelor’s degrees compared to 60% of
students from high socioeconomic backgrounds. Even high performing students from low
socioeconomic backgrounds failed to attain the same levels of performance as their peers.
Only 40% of low-income students performing in the top quartile for math during their
sophomore year earned a Bachelor’s degree. Contrastingly, 74% of high performing
students from affluent backgrounds earned a college degree (NCES, 2014).
Teacher Effectiveness
The academic performance of students across the nation is impacted by an array
of factors. Family characteristics, such as socioeconomic status, parental education level,
and the number of parents in a household all impact academic achievement. Student
outcomes are also influenced considerably by the extent to which parents are involved in
their child’s education. Aware of the impact of parental engagement on student
performance, school districts have encouraged parents for years to become actively
engaged in schools. A research study conducted using data from the National Educational
Longitudinal Study (NELS) revealed that schools would have to spend $1,000 more per
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student to impact student performance to the same degree as parental involvement
(Houtenville, 2008).
While student background, family characteristics, and parental engagement
impact student achievement, school leaders and districts cannot control these factors.
Educational institutions can control the quality of teachers that students are exposed to,
however. Since a teacher is the single most important school-related factor in regard to
student outcomes, it is imperative that all students have access to effective teachers.
Although a teacher is the school-related factor that has the greatest impact on
student outcomes, a consistent definition of teacher effectiveness does not exist. Over the
last decade, many states and school districts have shifted their focus to the impact of
teacher quality on student performance, however, there isn’t real clarity around what
defines an effective teacher or how effective teaching should be measured in most states.
For this reason, state departments of educations and school districts across the country
have incorporated various models into their evaluation systems to fully understand the
measures that define effective teaching.
It is important to note the distinction between teacher effectiveness and teacher
quality. Effectiveness, a term under the umbrella of accountability, is a construct that the
educational field has in recent years, adopted from the field of business. Effectiveness, as
borrowed as a business term connotes efficiency, or return on investment. Anderson
(1991) defined teacher effectiveness as the extent to which a teacher consistently
achieves goals that focus on student learning. By its origins, this definition squarely puts
the emphasis on a numerical or metric-based approached to measuring and articulating
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teacher effectiveness. This framework is different from the more traditional education
approaches to considering a teacher’s performance, which is grounded in language of
teacher quality and competence, which is the extent to which a teacher has the requisite
knowledge and skills that enable him or her to behave a certain way during the actual
process of teaching. The notion of examining inputs as a measure of teacher quality
differs from a more outcomes-based approach that is used to measure teacher
effectiveness (Dunkin, 1997). For the purpose of this study, the latter definition of
teacher performance, grounded in the ability to deliver results for students is used to
consider the research questions surrounding teacher effectiveness.
As one of the trailblazers of the changes to the teacher evaluation landscape,
Shelby County Schools in 2013 outlined teacher effectiveness as:
The individual impact that the teacher has on student learning and achievement
documented using both quantitative data (e.g., value added data, student test
scores, individual and group performance assessment of students, student projects,
and student classroom performance) and qualitative data (e.g., peer observations
and surveys, observational information, or teacher professionalism, when
applicable, from teachers, district curriculum specialists, principals, parents, and
students).
In addition to outlining how teacher effectiveness would be assessed, the district
highlighted that effective teachers would be those who facilitated a year of student
growth each academic school year and fostered improved academic outcomes for
students from diverse backgrounds.
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It is important to note at this point, that these measures do not come without
surrounding controversy. Although value-added scores face criticism across the country,
by design, they are intended to level the playing field for teachers and students. Instead of
holding teachers accountable for absolute student achievement, they are held accountable
for the student growth that they facilitate each year. Even if a student is performing below
grade-level, the classroom teacher is not penalized. Teachers are expected to help
students meet minimum growth expectations set by the state. Essentially, a student should
grow an academic year for every year of instruction instead of losing ground.
Previous studies have also examined the influence of teacher sorting and its
unintended effects on the ability to accurately measure teacher effectiveness (Kalogrides,
Loeb, & Beteille, 2012). The researchers from Stanford found that a process of sorting
and assignment of teachers within schools results in the most effective teachers not being
matched with the students who may in fact need them the most. Additionally, findings
from the research by Kalogrides et al. (2012) has implications that influence how the
estimation of teacher value-added scores are calculated. Most value-added models
assume that the process of assigning students with teachers is not critical to the
calculation of estimates. While it is not random, the calculation of value added scores is
treated as if the assignments should not be controlled for or factored in the calculation.
However, some research suggests that teacher assignment is dependent upon a host of
factors and therefore would in fact matter when calculating value added scores
(Kalogrides et al, 2012).
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While value-added scores serve as a semi-control for the background
characteristics of students that may impact achievement, observation ratings do not take
into account extraneous variables that may impact classroom interactions. In fact,
research has shown that teachers in high-poverty schools often receive observation
ratings that are substantially different from their peers in more affluent schools (Jiang &
Sporte, 2016). Since the majority of educators in high-poverty schools are minorities, a
concern is raised as to whether evaluation ratings are influenced by school characteristics
or if they reflect the actual performance of these teachers when compared to their peers.
The analysis by the Brookings Institution (2016) revealed that nearly all the opportunities
for improvement to teacher evaluation systems are in the area of classroom observations
rather than in test score gains.
And although district definitions and measurement of teacher effectiveness may
differ, there is one constant. Observations of instructional practice remain the foundation
for assessing teacher effectiveness across the nation. An analysis of evaluation data from
four districts highlighted the reliance of school districts on observation data. The analysis
by the Brookings Institution (2014) revealed that nearly all the opportunities for
improvement to teacher evaluation systems are in the area of classroom observations
rather than in test score gains. This does not mean that value-added scores are not
accurate predictors of teacher effectiveness. Instead, it highlights the fact that the
foundation for defining and measuring teacher effectiveness hinges largely on
observations of instructional practice because these scores are available for most teachers.
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On the other hand, only teachers of specific courses and grade levels receive growth
scores.
Since observations of practice are the metric that most districts rely on to measure
teacher quality, it is imperative that the tools and processes utilized are valid and reliable.
Fixing Classroom Observations, a report by TNTP, a national non-profit organization,
revealed several issues with classroom observations that need to be addressed to facilitate
their use as improvement tools for teachers (TNTP, 2013). The report highlighted the
need to streamline observation rubrics. Evaluators are not able to provide teachers with
useful feedback if they are required to assess performance on too many metrics. This
includes having evaluators to rate teachers on every indicator on a rubric and on
characteristics that cannot be observed in the classroom like professionalism. Instead,
districts need to identify indicators that are most aligned to student outcomes and rate on
these, as well as simplifying the rubrics that evaluators are required to use.
There are additional issues that should be addressed to ensure classroom
observations facilitate improvement in teacher practice. Districts must shift away from a
compliance mindset where most of the focus is on whether observations were completed
on time and the score that teachers received (Dewitt, 2013). Instead, districts need
systems that ensure the feedback that evaluators provide to teachers is specific and
actionable. Districts must work to ensure that the observation process focuses more on
providing teachers with effective feedback instead of compliance with district policies
(TNTP, 2013).
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For decades, classroom observations served as the sole or primary measure of
teacher practice. Research has shown, however, that classroom observations, when used
alone, are not an accurate predictor of student outcomes. In fact, research conducted by
the MET Project revealed that even when teachers are observed four times during a
school year by multiple observers, the accuracy of the ratings are lower than for any of
the multiple measure models that they tested (MET Project, 2013). Since a single
measure of performance cannot define a teacher’s effectiveness, many districts and states
have reformed their teacher evaluation systems to improve their ability to identify low
performing teachers, provide actionable feedback, individualize support, and retain high
performers (The New Teacher Project, 2010).
As research by various organizations started to reveal the importance of utilizing
multiple measures to accurately assess teacher performance, some districts began to
explore the use of measures of students’ perceptions of their learning environments and
teacher practices. Although student surveys have been used as a measure of performance
in postsecondary educational institutions for years, student perceptions were not included
as a measure of performance for K-12 teachers until recently (Hanover Research, 2013).
In many cases, it was believed that students were not equipped to provide reliable
responses about teacher performance.
There is a huge disparity between classroom observations, that have always been
used as a measure of teacher effectiveness, and student perceptions, however. Classroom
observations are based on an administrator visiting a classroom a few times a school year,
whereas students are in classrooms for approximately 180 days. The time that students
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are exposed to a teacher’s instruction gives them the best lens into the quality of the
instruction that is being delivered (MET Project, 2012). As a result, student surveys are
being used in some districts to assess teacher actions and the learning environments that
they foster.
In the 2012 report, “Asking Students about Teaching”, the predictive validity of
the Tripod survey, a measure of student perceptions, was highlighted. Authors of the
report revealed that a teachers’ survey results were predictive of their student
achievement scores. In fact, teachers who earned top quartile Tripod scores facilitated an
additional 4.6 months of learning gains in mathematics (2012). Although the relationship
between Tripod scores and ELA results was not as significant, the correlation was still
positive.
In addition to qualitative measures, quantitative measures are also a component in
many multiple measure evaluation systems. Multiple measure models often include
measures of student learning as well as student growth over time as measured by state
tests. Combining achievement and growth scores with teacher observations and student
surveys further increases the reliability and the predictive power of evaluation ratings
(Partee, 2012).
Multiple measure models serve another purpose in addition to increasing the
accuracy of teacher ratings. They afford school leaders the opportunity to provide
teachers with timely, actionable feedback. Student achievement tests are typically
administered during the spring of each school year. By this time, students have been
exposed to a teacher’s instructional practice, whether effective or ineffective, for seven
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months. Testing timelines and the receipt of results prevent teachers from being able to
adjust their instruction based on areas of deficiency. Even when schools receive these
results, they fail to provide detailed information that can be used to improve teacher
performance the next school year. Contrastingly, classroom observations and student
surveys have the potential to provide results that can be used to drive feedback
conversations and teacher development activities that lead to improvement in teacher
quality. And although these measures are not imperfect, when combined they are
seemingly able to provide a more accurate picture of a teacher’s overall effectiveness
(MET Project, 2010).
Teacher Demographics and Teacher Effectiveness
It is important to call out the role and importance of teacher demographic
characteristics, particularly years of experience and race, within the teacher effectiveness
discussion. States and districts have an obligation to ensure that observation tools are not
biased toward particular groups of teachers. During their study, the Brookings Institution
(2014) identified bias in the way scores were assigned to teachers. Teachers who taught
higher performing students received higher observation ratings, while teachers with lower
performing students received lower observation ratings. To further exacerbate this issue,
a study by Chaplin, Gill, Thompkins, and Miller (2014) revealed that teachers with a
higher proportion of low income students in their classes also received lower observation
ratings than their peers. Consequently, these issues could disadvantage two particular
groups of teachers. Teachers who serve in the most high-need schools may receive lower
observation ratings than their peers who serve students in more affluent areas. Less
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experienced teachers could also be impacted by bias in observation instruments. Studies
have shown that the lowest performing students are assigned to novice teachers more
often than effective teachers with more experience (Mead, 2012). The impact of
disproportionately assigning the lowest performing students to novice teachers is twofold. These teachers receive lower observation ratings than their more experienced peers,
but more importantly, students with subpar performance in the past are not exposed to the
high-quality instructional practices that will lead to improvements in their educational
performance.
In other research, this pattern has held and remains troubling when looking at
teacher assignments and distributions. Researchers at Stanford found that certain
teachers, often those with less experience, those who had attended less-competitive
colleges, female teachers, as well as teachers of color, were more likely to be found
working in lower performing schools. Additionally, these teachers were found to be most
often working with lower-performing students, when compared to other teachers within
the same school (Kalogrides et. al., 2012). Teachers have preferences when it comes to
the types of students that they teach. Many studies have found that when given a choice,
teachers prefer to teach in schools with easier to serve, higher-performing student
populations (Kalogrides et al., 2012). However, the researchers found that teachers who
were minority were more often found to be assigned to students of color and students
who were lower performing (Kalogrides et al., 2012). As this research has suggested, if
the sorting of teachers across and within schools is both influenced by and influences
student outcomes; then it is imperative that teacher evaluation models take into account
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this previous research. The research examining the efficacy of the models should seek to
ask and answer questions about the influence of these teacher demographics in accurately
measuring teacher effectiveness to ensure fairness, validity and reliability of teacher
evaluation models.
School Culture
As described earlier, social systems theory considers the various parts, or systems,
that are a part of the school, as well as the interaction between and among the parts
(Hanson, 1973). An educational system is both the process and outcome of the
relationships among its components (teachers, leaders, curriculum and content, students,
and climate and culture and the relationship this system has with its environment (King &
Frick, 1999). Therefore, there is a logical inference that the interplay of these components
creates a particular culture and instructional culture specific to a school. The question
then becomes whether or not school culture plays an important role in influencing the
success of a school. Studies have found that school culture does in fact play an important
role in student achievement (Hanushek, 1997). School culture is defined as the way
teachers and other adults in the school work together, as well as the set of values and
beliefs that they have in common. A positive school climate and school culture promote
students' ability to learn (ASCD, 2017). Therefore, it is important to understand the role
that the school’s culture does or does not play in influencing the ability of a teacher to
deliver at least a year of academic growth per year of instruction, put another way, to be
effective. If in fact school culture plays a significant role in enabling a teacher’s
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effectiveness, it is important to understand what the implication is for measuring
individual teacher effectiveness across and within schools.
In a 2012 study by TNTP, researchers found that affirmative responses from three
particular survey questions had the strongest correlation to retention of effective teachers
and higher student achievement in reading and math. These three questions were utilized
to create an instructional culture score, or the Insight index for schools as a measure for
school culture (TNTP, 2012). The three questions were: “Teachers at my school share a
common vision of what effective teaching looks like; The expectations for effective
teaching are clearly defined at my school; and My school is committed to improving my
instructional practice” (TNTP, 2012). The instructional culture score, or Insight index,
will serve as a proxy measure of school culture in the study.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Introduction
While it is important to acknowledge that there are other home-related variables
that influence student achievement, this study was focused on understanding those
variables that the school system has agency over such as teacher effectiveness and school
culture. The purpose of this study was two-fold and answers two major research
questions. First, it determined whether the teacher evaluation model utilized in the
district provides an accurate assessment of teacher quality. This study examined various
factors including relationships between the different components of the teacher
evaluation model. This analysis revealed whether different components of the evaluation
model paint similar pictures of educator effectiveness. Second, this study also assessed
whether school and teacher characteristics are predictive of educator evaluation ratings.
Essentially, the study sought to determine whether the teacher evaluation system
accurately assesses the performance of all teachers despite their race and the unique
characteristics of the schools where they serve. To achieve these goals, classroom
observation data, teacher-level student growth scores, and student perceptions data were
examined. This chapter is comprised of the methodology and design procedures of the
study, the population to be examined, instruments used in the study, and data collection
and analysis.
Methodology
This study examined the distribution of effective ratings for teachers on the
general education track in traditional public schools in the district. The distributions of
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observation and overall evaluation ratings were examined. The study also examined the
relationships between the components of the teacher evaluation system in the district to
determine whether they are consistent in their assessment of teacher performance. The
study also explored whether characteristics of teachers and schools are predictive of
teachers’ observation scores and overall evaluation ratings.
Research Questions
This study focused on five smaller research questions in order to answer the two
major research questions. These research questions were used to the relationships
between components of teacher evaluations, and the impact of teachers and school-level
characteristics on teacher ratings.
In order to answer the first major research question of whether different
components of the evaluation model paint similar pictures of educator effectiveness, the
study explored the following research questions:
1. What is the relationship between multiple measures of teacher effectiveness:
teacher observation scores, teacher-level student growth scores, and student
perceptions of teacher performance?
2. Do the distributions of teacher effectiveness ratings differ for teachers of
different races and teachers with varying years of experience?
The second major research question examined in this study assessed whether school and
teacher characteristics are predictive of educator evaluation ratings. Essentially, the study
sought to determine whether the teacher evaluation system accurately assesses the
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performance of all teachers despite their race and the unique characteristics of the schools
where they serve. The research subquestions that answer this second major question are:
3. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the observation scores
assigned to teachers?
4. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the Tripod scores assigned
to teachers?
5.

Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the individual growth
scores assigned to teachers?

Research Design
This study employed three quantitative research designs. These designs are
descriptive, correlational, and non-experimental causal-comparative. Quantitative
research methodology was utilized in this study for multiple reasons. Quantitative
research affords researchers the opportunity to test hypotheses. This is especially
important in this study since the research questions and hypotheses being examined show
whether the evaluation system used for thousands of teachers in a large urban school
district disadvantages teachers of certain races and those who serve the most
underprivileged students. Quantitative research also allows for the generalizability of
findings and trends from a sample population to a larger population of interest. This
method provides school districts that are using a model similar to the TEM and working
with similar populations of teachers with the opportunity to learn from the results of this
study and apply some of the findings to how they evaluate teacher performance.
Quantitative research is also more reliable and objective than some more qualitative
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methods. Eliminating most of the subjectivity that is inherent in qualitative research will
allow districts to make decisions that are based on clear and compelling evidence
(Ramona, 2011).
The descriptive design is the basis of the entire analysis. It is a very simple
process that shows what the current state of data is. The descriptive design shows the
current distribution of teachers’ evaluation ratings. This design not only provides
summary statistics and frequencies of evaluation ratings but also calculates measures of
central tendency (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007). Mean scores of groups are
compared in the descriptive design phase of the study.
The correlational design is used to test the relationships between the components
of the teacher evaluation model. Correlational designs show whether changes in one
variable result in changes in another variable. For example, if weight increases as height
increases, there is a positive correlation between the two variables. The next step would
be determining the magnitude or size of this relationship. Correlations vary in magnitude
from -1 to +1. Values that are closer to 1 are the strongest. Values that are closer to zero
show that relationships are non-existent or minimal (Simon, 2011). While correlational
designs show evidence of relationships, causation cannot be inferred from a correlational
design.
The non-experimental, causal-comparative design was used to determine whether
the evaluation ratings assigned to teachers are influenced by demographic characteristics.
Although a causal-comparative study is not as strong as an experimental research design,
it does allow for the examination of causal relationships (Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle,
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2006). It is especially helpful for trying to understand why differences exist between
groups. A causal-comparative study is limited in that it is based on data that have already
been collected or differences that have already occurred. As a result, variables cannot be
manipulated.
Population and Sample
Teachers from all elementary, middle, and high schools in the district who were
assigned to the general education track during the educator evaluation process constituted
the population of interest in the present study. Teachers in specialized schools and charter
schools were excluded from this study. Educators who specialize in Special Education
and Counseling were excluded from this study. The schools included in this study vary
considerably in size. The school in this study with the smallest teaching staff had eight
teachers, while the school with the largest teaching staff had 73 teachers. The overall
distribution analysis was comprised of all teachers in the population of interest. Stratified
random sampling was utilized to identify individuals from different races to include in
the analysis that tests whether evaluation scores differ for teachers from different racial
backgrounds.
A teacher is the most important school-level factor that influences student
success. To ensure that students are exposed to optimal learning opportunities, teacher
effectiveness must be accurately assessed. To accomplish this goal, teachers in traditional
schools with observation data and evaluation data constituted the population of interest in
this study. To ensure comparability of effectiveness ratings, only teachers on the general
education track were included in the study. In other words, teachers on the Special
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Education track were not included in the study. The observation rubric used to evaluate
these teachers differs from the rubric used to observe instruction of teachers on the
general education track. To ensure observation and evaluation ratings of teachers can be
compared, these teachers were not included in the analysis. Although guidance
counselors are classified as educators, they were not included in the analysis since they
are not responsible for classroom instruction.
This study only included teachers in traditional, public schools within the district.
Teachers in charter schools, alternative schools, and specialized schools are not included
in the population of interest. Although some charter schools within the district utilized the
teacher evaluation model employed in the district, teachers in charter schools were not
always required to adhere to the same standards as teachers in traditional district schools.
Implementation practices also differed in charter schools; principals did not always
complete observations within the same timeframe as teachers in traditional schools.
Teachers in alternative schools are faced with behavioral challenges that their
peers in traditional district schools are not always exposed to. This could result in
teachers in alternative schools receiving student survey results that are substantially
different than their peers in traditional schools because of the student populations that
they serve. Specialized schools often serve students who suffer from severe emotional,
mental, and/or physical handicaps. As a result, teachers in these schools were not
included in the study since the evaluation and observation ratings that they receive would
not be comparable to the ratings assigned to teachers in traditional district schools.
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During the 2012-13 school year, there were 4,200 teachers on the general
education track in traditional district schools who received observation and evaluation
ratings through the district’s teacher evaluation system. This entire population of teachers
was used to examine the districtwide distribution of teacher ratings. The next analysis
examined the relationships between observation ratings and teacher-level student growth
ratings. For this part of the study, the effectiveness ratings of 1,311 teachers were
examined. To further explore relationships between evaluation components, the
relationship between classroom observation ratings and student perceptions was explored.
For this part of the study, data for 1,786 teachers was examined. Relationships between
evaluation components and teacher and school-level characteristics was also examined.
To assess whether differences exist between groups, mean performance ratings of
teachers from various subgroups was examined. This includes examining the Tripod,
Observation, and Individual TVAAS scores of novice vs. veteran teachers and white vs.
non-white teachers.
Since this study aimed to examine whether factors, such as race, are predictive of
teacher effectiveness ratings, 1,072 teachers without demographic data were then
eliminated from the pool of general education teachers in the study. From this reduced
population of 3,127 teachers, 1,055 White teachers and 1,055 Non-White teachers were
randomly selected for inclusion in the observation and evaluation analysis. Utilizing
samples that are similar in size will ensure results are comparable and representative of
the population of teachers.
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Instruments
The Teacher Effectiveness Measure (TEM) General Education Observation
Rubric was utilized to assess the quality of classroom practices. The TEM rubric was
initially implemented in classrooms across the districts in the 2011-2012 school year. The
version of the TEM Rubric used in this study assesses teacher practice in four key
domains: Plan, Teach, Cultivate Learning Environment, and Reflect and Adjust.
Observations are rated on a scale of 1-5. A rating of 1 is equal to “Significantly Below
Expectations” while a rating of 5 is equal to “Significantly Above Expectations”.
TRIPOD surveys were utilized to measure students’ perceptions of teacher
practice. TRIPOD surveys measure teacher practice in seven key areas. These areas, or
constructs, are linked to student engagement and performance on standardized
assessments. The seven TRIPOD constructs included in teachers’ overall ratings in this
study are: Care, Captivate, Clarify, Challenge, Consolidate, Confer, and Control. The
Control construct has recently been changed to Classroom Management. Tripod surveys
are rated on a scale of 1-5. A rating of 1 is equal to “Significantly Below Expectations”
while a rating of 5 is equal to “Significantly Above Expectations”.
Teacher-level student growth scores were derived from the Tennessee ValueAdded Assessment System (TVAAS). These growth scores, or value-added scores,
measure the impact that teachers have on the academic gains of students. Value-added
scores measure the amount of progress a teachers’ students made from one school year to
the next. Value-added scores for individual teachers will be used in this study. Valueadded scores are assigned on a scale of 1-5. A rating of 1 is equal to “Least Effective”
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while a rating of 5 is equal to “Most Effective”. A rating of 1 is assigned to teachers
whose students made significantly less progress than the Growth Standard, while a rating
of 5 is assigned to teachers whose students made significantly more progress than the
Growth Standard. Variable descriptions are provided in Table 1.
Data Collection
For the purposes of this study, pre-existing data was used. Approval to use
historical teacher evaluation data from the district’s TEM system was granted from the
district’s research department. Initially, employee background and demographic data
were collected from the district. This includes unique identification numbers for teachers,
hire data, schools, and race. De-identified, matched educator evaluation data for the
2011-2012 and 2012-2013 school years were also collected from the district. This
includes classroom observation data, TRIPOD student survey data, and TVAAS growth
data. To assess whether school-level characteristics influence performance ratings,
aggregate data on ELL, SPED, and Economically Disadvantaged students was collected.
Additionally, data from the 2013-2014 Instructional Culture Insight Survey served as a
proxy measure of school culture.
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Table 1
Variable Definitions
Variables

Definitions

Race

Race is coded 0 = White; 1 = Non-White.

Years of Experience

The number of years that a teacher has taught in the district.

Novice

A teacher with three or fewer years of classroom experience

Veteran

A teacher with more than three years of classroom experience

Observation Score

Component in the TEM Model comprised of teachers’ instructional
practice ratings. Observation scores range from 1.00-5.00

Observation Rating

The rating that is input into a teacher’s evaluation. This rating is based on
the observation score that ranges from 1.00-5.00. A teacher is assigned
one of the five observation ratings:
 1- Performing Significantly Below Expectations
 2- Performing Below Expectations
 3- Meeting Expectations
 4- Performing Above Expectations
 5- Performing Significantly Above Expectations

Individual TVAAS Index

Score based on the ratio of a teacher’s growth effect score to the standard
error.
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Table 1 (Continued)
Variables

Definitions

Individual TVAAS Level

The TVAAS Level assigned to a teacher based on their index score.
TVAAS levels are assigned based on the following ranges:
 1- Index Scores < -2
 2- Index Scores of -2 to -1
 3- Index Scores of -1 to 1
 4- Index Scores of 1 to 2
 5- Index Scores > 2

TRIPOD Score

A variable representing the average favorability rating a teacher received
across each of the survey constructs. Favorability ratings are based on
the percent of students in agreement on survey items.

TRIPOD Level

The rating assigned to a teacher based on their overall TRIPOD score. The
level is assigned based on the quintile of a teacher’s TRIPOD Score.
Levels are based on the following ranges:
 1- 1-20%
 2- 21-40%
 3- 41-60%
 4- 61-80%
 5- 81-100%

FRPL Rate

This is a proxy for the socioeconomic level of a school that represents the
percentage of students who qualify for free and reduced price lunch.
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Table 1 (Continued)
Variables

Definitions

ELL Rate

This rate represents the percentage of students identified as Limited
English Proficient.

SPED Rate

This rate represents the percentage of students identified as special
education or students with disabilities.

Instructional Culture Insight Score

This is a percentile score that compares instructional culture across
schools. The Insight Score is based on specific responses to survey items
that measure school instructional culture.
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Data Analysis
The initial research questions in this study required an examination of the rating
distributions for classroom observations, student surveys, and growth scores. To answer
these questions, frequencies of the three variables were calculated.
To ascertain the magnitude and direction of the relationships between each
component of the TEM, Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficients were
calculated. Each variable in the correlation analysis was measured at the interval or ratio
level. This means that each variable included in the correlation analysis must be
continuous. A scatterplot was examined to ensure that linearity exists between the
variables.
To determine whether characteristics of teachers and schools predict the
evaluation ratings assigned to teachers, a linear regression analysis was conducted. Linear
regression requires that four assumptions be met. The first assumption is that the
relationship between variables is linear. The second assumption is that multivariate
normality exists. Examination of a histogram was used to determine whether normality
exists. The third assumption is that the variables are independent and multicollinearity
does not exist. Tolerance and variance inflation factors were examined to ensure this
assumption is met. A boxplot was used to determine whether any outliers exist. The
fourth assumption is homoscedasticity. Homoscedasticity requires the error terms across
all independent variables to be the same. A scatterplot was used to ensure the
homoscedasticity assumption is met.
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The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to analyze the
data. Descriptive statistics were run to get a summary of the frequencies of each
evaluation rating for the components in the TEM model. This analysis showed how
evaluation scores were distributed across the entire district. Additionally, schools were
placed into quartiles based on the percentage of students who qualify for free and reduced
price lunch. Descriptive statistics were run on each quartile of schools to see the
distribution of teacher ratings. Pearson’s R were also calculated to assess the magnitude
and direction of the relationships between the components in the TEM model.
Independent samples t-tests was used to determine whether the mean
observation, TVAAS, and Tripod scores differ for teachers in schools with varying levels
of students receiving free and reduced priced lunch. T-tests were also used to determine
whether mean scores differ for White and Non-White educators. Finally, mean scores
were examined to determine whether there are significant differences between the scores
of novice and veteran teachers.
To determine whether teacher and school level characteristics are predictors of
teacher evaluation ratings, three linear regression models were estimated. The first model
explored whether teacher race and the percent of students receiving free and reduced
priced lunch are predictors of teachers’ observation scores. The second model explored
whether teacher race and the percent of students receiving free and reduced priced lunch
are predictors of teachers’ overall Tripod scores. The third model explored whether
teacher race and the percent of students receiving free and reduced priced lunch are
predictors of teachers’ individual TVAAS scores. Additional variables, including years of
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experience, the percent of ELL and SPED students, and Insight scores that measure
school culture were included in the models.
Summary
There are several purposes for this chapter. This chapter first outlined the research
methodology for this study. The chapter then described which research questions this
study attempted to address, as well as the research designs that was implemented. The
population of interest in the study, the instruments under examination, and the variables
to be included in the study’s analysis were then described. Finally, the chapter outlines in
detail which analyses would be conducted to answer the research questions.
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Chapter 4: Results
This study focused on five smaller research questions in order to answer the two
major research questions. These research questions were used to the relationships
between components of teacher evaluations, and the impact of teachers and school-level
characteristics on teacher ratings.
In order to answer the first major research question of whether different
components of the evaluation model paint similar pictures of educator effectiveness, the
study explored the following research questions:
1. What is the relationship between multiple measures of teacher effectiveness:
teacher observation scores, teacher-level student growth scores, and student
perceptions of teacher performance?
2. Do the distributions of teacher effectiveness ratings vary for teachers based on
race or years of experience, or who are teaching in different school-level
demographic contexts?
The second major research question examined in this study assessed whether school and
teacher characteristics are predictive of educator evaluation ratings. Essentially, the study
sought to determine whether the teacher evaluation system accurately assesses the
performance of all teachers despite their race and the unique characteristics of the schools
where they serve. The research subquestions that answer this second major question are:
3. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the observation scores
assigned to teachers?
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4. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the Tripod scores assigned
to teachers?
5.

Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the individual growth
scores assigned to teachers?

Data on Teacher Effectiveness Ratings
Initially, descriptive statistics of teacher observation ratings were examined The
analysis sought to determine how teacher effectiveness ratings were distributed. Table 2
is comprised of the means, standard deviations, and correlations for the entire population
of educators used in the first phase of this study. Observation ratings, individual growth
scores, and Tripod scores are based on scales of 1-5. An examination of classroom
observation scores revealed that the majority of teachers were identified as Performing
Above Expectations and Performing Significantly Above Expectations. Of the 4,200
educators with observation scores, 97% (n = 4,087) received ratings of Effective or
higher. On a 5-point scale, the average observation score for all educators was 4.06.
Of the 4,200 educators in the entire population of teachers with observation
ratings, there were 1,786 with Tripod scores. An examination of the ratings revealed that
82% (n = 1,471) were rated as Effective or higher. On a 5-point scale, the average Tripod
score was .67. On average, 67% of teachers’ students responded favorably to Tripod
constructs around classroom culture and experiences.
Of the 4,200 educators in the entire population of teachers with observation
ratings, there were 1,311 who taught core classes and received individual growth scores.
An examination of these ratings revealed that 66% (n = 867) of the teachers received
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individual growth scores of three or higher. Growth scores of three or higher represent
teachers who are growing students at least one year for a year of instruction.
Additionally, 41% of teachers in the study are providing students with more than a year
of growth for each year of instruction. On a 5-point scale, the average individual growth
score was .5937.
Findings Based on the Relationships Among Multiple Measures of Teacher
Effectiveness
The first major research question was whether different components of the TEM
paint similar pictures of teacher effectiveness, and if so, does the similarity hold
consistently across teacher demographic characteristics of race and years of experience.
To answer the first major question, the subsequently described analyses were
conducted. Relationships between teacher observation scores, TVAAS scores, and Tripod
scores were also examined. Calculation of correlation coefficients indicated that the null
hypothesis should be rejected. Significant relationships existed between observation,
growth, and Tripod scores. There was a moderate, positive correlation between
observation scores and TVAAS scores, which demonstrates that teachers’ growth scores
improved as their observation scores improved. This is promising since observation
scores should paint a similar picture of teacher effectiveness as growth scores. Although
the magnitude of the relationship was smaller than the relationship between observation
and TVAAS scores, Tripod scores were also positively correlated with observation
ratings. As teachers’ observation ratings increased, Tripod scores also increased. TVAAS
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scores were also significantly correlated with Tripod scores. Teachers with higher
TVAAS scores also received higher Tripod scores.
Pearson’s r was calculated to answer the first research question in the study. This
part of the analysis sought to assess the relationships between multiple measures of
teacher effectiveness and demographic variables. Observation scores, individual growth
scores, Tripod scores, teacher-level characteristics, and school-level characteristics were
included in the correlation analysis. Each of these metrics was measured at the interval
level. Average observation scores were significantly correlated with all variables in the
model. Observation scores were most highly correlated with individual growth scores. As
observation scores increased, individual growth scores also increased (.359, p < .01).
Teachers with higher observation scores also received higher Tripod scores (.118, p <.
01). Additionally, teachers with more years of teaching experience and those who
worked in schools with higher Instructional Culture Insight scores (.162, p < .01)
received higher observation ratings. The relationship between observation scores and
school-level FRPL status (-.264, p < .01) was negative. As the percent of students in a
school receiving free and reduced priced lunch increased, teachers’ observation scores
decreased.
Tripod scores were also significantly correlated with all variables in the model.
As Tripod scores increased, individual growth scores also increased (.129, p <.01).
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Table 2
Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations of Variables in Descriptive Analysis

Variables

1

2

3

4

5

1. Years of Experience

____

2. FRPL Rate

-.071***

____

3. Observation Score

.083***

-.264***

____

4. Individual TVAAS Index

-.051

-.113***

.359***

____

5. Tripod Score

.055

.153***

.118***

.129*

____

6. Instructional Culture Insight Score

.073***

.162 ***

.138***

.159***

Means
Standard Deviations

11.5261
7.8356

-.071***

85.2808
15.7409

** p < .01. *** p < .001
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4.058
.6200

.5937
4.4064

.6687
.1635

6

____

.4724
.2665

Additionally, teachers with more years of teaching experience (.055, p < .05) and those
who worked in schools with higher Instructional Culture Insight scores (.159, p < .01)
received higher Tripod scores. While observation scores were negatively correlated with
FRPL status, this was not the case for Tripod scores. The correlation between Tripod
scores and FRPL status (.153, p < .01) was statistically significant and positive. As the
percent of students in a school receiving free and reduced priced lunch increased,
teachers’ Tripod scores also increased.
Individual growth scores were not significantly correlated with all variables in the
model. The relationship between individual growth scores and years of experience was
not significant. Individual growth scores were significantly correlated with Instructional
Culture Insight scores (.138, p < .01) and FRPL status (-.113, p < .01). Teachers who
worked in schools with higher Instructional Culture Insight scores earned higher
individual growth scores, while teachers who worked in schools serving a larger
population of economically disadvantaged students earned lower individual growth
scores.
To better understand how teachers in high-poverty schools are performing
compared to their peers in more affluent schools, schools were placed into quartiles based
on the percentage of students receiving free and reduced priced lunch. Table 3 outlines
the percentage of teachers who were rated as Effective or higher for each evaluation
component. An examination of observation scores revealed that more than 95% of
teachers in bottom quartile and top quartile schools were rated as Effective or higher.
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Table 3
Percentage of Teachers Rated as Effective or Higher by School Quartile
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Bottom Quartile of FRPL
Middle Quartiles of FRPL
Top Quartile of FRPL
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation Component
Observation Score

98.57%
(n=1537)

97%
(n=1968)

95.4%
(n=695)

Individual TVAAS Index

66.6%
(n=503)

65.52%
(n=609)

66.83%
(n=199)

Tripod Score

79.46%
(n=560)

81.97%
(n=915)

88.75%
(n=311)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Although the percentage of teachers receiving Effective or higher individual
growth scores did not differ much across FRPL quartiles, fewer teachers were identified
as meeting expectations compared to the results from the observation analysis. There was
more variance in the percentage of teachers receiving Tripod scores of Effective or
higher. Teachers in schools with the highest rates of poverty received the highest ratings
more often than teachers in schools serving less disadvantaged students.
Before conducting the next phase of analysis, stratified random sampling was
employed. Comparable samples of White (n = 1,055) and Non-White (n = 1,055)
teachers were selected. independent samples t-tests were used to determine whether the
mean observation, Tripod, and individual growth scores differed for groups of teachers.
Testing for the assumption of equality of variances revealed that the data failed to meet
this assumption. SPSS automatically corrects for failing to meet this assumption. The
reported statistics are based on the data for equal variances not assumed.
The first set of independent samples t-tests was conducted to compare mean
observation, Tripod, and individual growth scores for White and Non-White teachers.
Table 4 is comprised of the results of the independent samples t Tests for White and NonWhite teachers. The test for observation scores was found to be statistically significant,
t(2047) = 11.418, p < .01; d = .497. The effect size for this analysis approximated
Cohen’s (1988) convention for a medium effect (d=.50). These results indicate that White
teachers (M = 4.2135, SD = .60451) received observation scores that were significantly
higher than the scores received by Non-White teachers (M = 3.8831, SD = .71963). The
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Table 4
Results of Independent Samples t Tests and Descriptive Statistics for Teacher Performance by Race
Outcome

Group
M

White
SD
.604

Non-White
SD
N

95% CI for
Mean
Difference

t

n

M

1055

3.883

.720

1055

.274, .387

11.418***

Observation
Scores

4.214

Tripod Scores

.663

.168

490

.637

.148

573

.007, .045

2.676**

Individual
TVAAS Index

.846

.118

252

.599

4.592

858

-.349, .842

.814

** p < .01. *** p < .001
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test for Tripod scores was also found to be statistically significant, t(984)= 2.676, p<. 01;
d = .165. These results indicate that White teachers (M = .663, SD = .168) received
Tripod scores that were significantly higher than the scores received by Non-White
teachers (M = .637, SD = .148).
The test for individual growth scores was not found to be statistically significant.
Although White teachers earned growth scores that were higher than Non-White teachers,
the difference in the average across groups was not significant. The next set of
independent samples t-tests explored differences in evaluation scores for novice and
veteran teachers. Novice teachers have three or fewer years of experience, while veteran
teachers have more than three years of experience. Testing for the assumption of equality
of variances revealed that the data failed to meet this assumption for observation and
Tripod data. SPSS automatically corrects for failing to meet this assumption. The
reported statistics for these dependent variables were based on data for equal variances
not assumed.
Table 5 is comprised of the results of the independent samples t-tests for Novice
and Veteran teachers. The first independent samples t-test was conducted to compare
mean observation scores for Novice and Veteran teachers. The test for observation scores
was not found to be statistically significant. Although the mean score for Veteran
teachers was higher than the mean score for Novice teachers, the difference in the
average across groups was not significant.
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Table 5
Results of Independent Samples t Tests and Descriptive Statistics for Teacher Performance by Experience Level
Outcome

Group
M

M

Veteran
SD

n

95% CI for
Mean
Difference

248

4.076

.678

1665

-.104, .063

-.485

Novice
SD

n

.614

t

Observation
Scores

4.055

Tripod Scores

.604

.131

107

.655

.163

860

-.078, -.026

-3.686***

Individual
TVAAS Index

1.677

4.835

124

.386

4.434

826

.381, 2.201

2.802**

** p < .01. *** p < .001
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The test for Tripod scores was found to be statistically significant, t(150) =
-3.686, p<. 01; d = .34. These results indicate that Veteran teachers (M = .655, SD = .163)
received Tripod scores that were significantly higher than the scores received by Novice
teachers (M = .604, SD = .131).
The test for individual growth scores was found to be statistically significant,
t(155)= 2.802, p<. 01; d =.28. These results indicate that Veteran teachers (M = .385,
SD = 4.84) received growth scores that were significantly lower than the scores received
by Novice teachers (M = 1.6768, SD = 4.43).
Findings Based on the Influence of Teacher and School-level Characteristics on
Teacher Effectiveness Ratings
The second major research question was whether school and teacher
characteristics are predictive of education evaluation ratings. The next phase of analysis
focused on answering this question. The regression analyses conducted in this
study explored whether characteristics of teachers and schools predicted teachers’
observation, Tripod, and growth scores. The first regression model was estimated
to test the null hypothesis that there was not a predictive relationship between
characteristics of teachers and schools and the observation scores assigned to teachers.
Before conducting the analysis, tests were run to see if statistical assumptions were met.
The histogram of standardized residuals indicated that the data contained approximately
normally distributed errors, as did the normal P-P plot of standardized residuals, which
showed points that were not completely on the line, but close. The scatterplot of
standardized residuals revealed that the data met the assumptions of homogeneity of
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variance and linearity. The six independent variables were entered into the regression
equation simultaneously. An analysis of standardized residuals was carried out on the
data to identify any outliers, which indicated that 14 cases had to be removed. Tests to
see if the data met the assumption of collinearity indicated that multicollinearity was not
a concern (Observation Scores: Maximum VIF = 1.384). The data did not meet the
assumption of independent errors (Durbin-Watson value < .001).
Table 6 details the results of the full regression analysis. A significant regression
equation was found which resulted in rejection of the null hypothesis (F(6,1279)=
47.594, p<.000) with an R² of .183. A significant amount of variance is being explained
by the set of independent variables with three of the six variables having significant
unique influence on the dependent variable. In order of importance, they were FRPL (β =
-.297), Insight score (β = .203), and race (β =-.119). In the presence of the other variables
in the model, teachers’ observation scores were lower in schools that had higher
percentages of students receiving free and reduced priced lunch. Teachers’ observation
scores were also lower in schools with lower Instructional Culture Insight scores.
Additionally, White teachers received observation scores that were significantly higher
than the scores received by their Non-White peers. Although the effect of race (β =-.119)
succeeded the effects of the aforementioned variables, its effect on observation scores is
substantively important. White teachers received higher observation scores than their
Non-White peers when other variables in the model are controlled for. In the presence of
the other variables in the model, teacher experience, the percentage of SPED students,
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Table 6
Results of Regression of Independent Variables on Observation Scores
_____________________________________________________________________________
b

β

t

-.119

-4.418***

Independent Variables
Race

-.151

Years of Experience

.003

.038

1.475

FRPL Rate

-.010

-.297

-9.971***

Instructional Culture Insight Score

.492

.203

7.581***

Percent of ELL Students

.001

.027

.929

Percent of SPED Students

-.002

-.014

-.556

________________________________________________________________________________
R2 = .183 (N= 1,286, ** p < .01; *** p < .001)
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and the percentage of ELL students in a school did not significantly influence observation
scores.
The second regression model was estimated to test the null hypothesis that there
is not a predictive relationship between characteristics of teachers and schools and the
Tripod scores assigned to teachers. Before conducting the analysis, tests were run to see
if statistical assumptions were met. The histogram of standardized residuals indicated that
the data contained approximately normally distributed errors, as did the normal P-P plot
of standardized residuals, which showed points that were not completely on the line, but
close. The scatterplot of standardized residuals revealed that the data met the assumptions
of homogeneity of variance and linearity. The six independent variables were entered into
the regression equation simultaneously. An analysis of standardized residuals revealed
that there were no issues with outliers. Tests to see if the data met the assumption of
collinearity indicated that multicollinearity was not a concern (Tripod Scores: Maximum
VIF = 1.421). The data met the assumption of independent errors (Durbin-Watson value
= .193).
Table 7 details the results of the full regression analysis. A significant regression
equation was found which resulted in rejection of the null hypothesis (F(6,625) = 15.794,
p<.000) with an R² of .132. A significant amount of variance is being explained by the set
of independent variables with two of the six variables having significant unique influence
on the dependent variable. The percentage of ELL students wielded the greatest influence
on Tripod scores (β = .238), while school-level Insight scores wielded the second greatest
influence on the dependent variable (β = .174). In the presence of the other variables in
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Table 7
Results of Regression of Independent Variables on Tripod Scores
________________________________________________________________________________________________
b

β

t

-.020

-.066

-1.671

Years of Experience

.001

.066

1.732

FRPL Rate

.001

.094

2.113

Instructional Culture Insight Score

.099

.174

4.359***

Percent of ELL Students

.003

.238

5.498***

Percent of SPED Students

.001

.036

.950

Independent Variables
Race

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
R2 = .183 (N=632, ** p < .01; *** p < .001)
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the model, Tripod scores were higher in schools that had higher percentages of ELL
students. Teachers in schools with higher Insight scores also received higher Tripod
scores.
The third regression model was estimated to test the null hypothesis that there
is not a predictive relationship between characteristics of teachers and schools and the
Individual TVAAS scores assigned to teachers. Before conducting the analysis, tests
were run to see if statistical assumptions were met. The histogram of standardized
residuals indicated that the data contained approximately normally distributed errors, as
did the normal P-P plot of standardized residuals, which showed points that were not
completely on the line, but close. The scatterplot of standardized residuals revealed that
the data met the assumptions of homogeneity of variance and linearity. The six
independent variables were entered into the regression equation simultaneously. An
analysis of standardized residuals was carried out on the data to identify any outliers,
which indicated that four cases had to be removed. Tests to see if the data met the
assumption of collinearity indicated that multicollinearity was not a concern (Individual
TVAAS Scores: Maximum VIF = 1.474). The data did not meet the assumption of
independent errors (Durbin-Watson value = .002). Table 8 details the results of the full
regression analysis. A significant regression equation was found which resulted in
rejection of the null hypothesis (F(6,592) = 7.049, p<.000) with an R² of .067. A
significant amount of variance is being explained by the set of independent variables with
two of the six variables having significant unique influence on the dependent variable.
FRPL rate wielded the greatest influence on growth scores (β = -.223), while school-level
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Insight scores wielded the second greatest influence on the dependent variable (β = .128).
In the presence of the other variables in the model, growth scores were higher in schools
serving students from higher socioeconomic backgrounds. Teachers in schools with
higher Insight scores also received higher growth scores.
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Table 8
Results of Regression of Independent Variables on Individual TVAAS Scores
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
b

β

t

Independent Variables
Race

.081

.010

.223

Years of Experience

-.048

-.080

-1.989

FRPL Rate

-.049

-.223

-4.633***

Instructional Culture Insight Score

2.021

.128

3.110**

Percent of ELL Students

.019

.055

1.217

Percent of SPED Students

-.024

-.022

-.524

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
R2 = .067 (N=603, ** p < .01; *** p < .001)
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Recommendations and Conclusion
Summary
Although the classroom teacher is the most important school-related factor
influencing student achievement, districts and schools across the nation have struggled to
ensure every child has access to effective teachers. Historically, the teacher evaluation
process has been implemented inconsistently in many districts. In fact, there are districts
where teachers have historically only been evaluated at five year intervals. In districts
where teacher evaluations have been conducted on a more regular basis, the process often
consisted of administrators visiting teachers’ classrooms 1- 2 times during an academic
year. These classroom visits were rarely coupled with actionable feedback which further
limited teacher performance and opportunities for improvement.
These systems for evaluating teachers were ineffective at best. Teachers
continued to receive evaluation ratings that indicated they were meeting students’ needs.
Student performance data told a different story, however. Even when teachers were
receiving the highest observation ratings, their students were often failing to meet
minimum expectations on state assessments. Although school administrators admitted
that there were struggling teachers in their schools, for years, many districts failed to
dismiss any teachers because of performance. Since evaluation ratings indicated that
these teachers were meeting or exceeding expectations, school leaders were essentially
devoid of any power to remove ineffective teachers from classrooms. Consequently,
students were consistently exposed to ineffective teaching practices.
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While these issues affected students at schools across districts, they were even
more prevalent in schools that served students from underprivileged backgrounds who
were already at risk. High attrition rates often resulted in constant influxes of the least
experienced and least effective teachers in schools that served large populations of
students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds. Rather than narrowing the
achievement gap between economically disadvantaged students and their peers from
more affluent backgrounds, issues such as teacher performance further perpetuated the
decades long issue.
Over the last 10 years, the federal government began implementing measures to
address the challenges with teacher performance that were exacerbating student academic
issues and preventing closure of the achievement gap. Initial measures included offering
funding to states and districts to motivate them to reform their teacher evaluation systems
and provide teachers with the necessary supports to deliver effective instruction to
students. Measures of student performance and perceptions were added into teacher
evaluation models. These changes represented a shift from traditional, observation-based
evaluation systems to multiple measure models intended to hold educators more
accountable for student performance.
While many states and districts have implemented multiple measure teacher
evaluation models, some of the original challenges have still surfaced. A disproportionate
number of teachers are still receiving the highest evaluation ratings. Teacher evaluation
ratings and measures of student performance are often painting disparate pictures of
teacher effectiveness. Differences between the evaluation ratings of teachers of
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economically disadvantaged student populations and teachers of more affluent students
often surface also (TNTP, 2013).
To ensure that evaluation metrics can be used to accurately assess teacher
performance and drive improvement conversations, schools and districts must ensure that
they are unbiased reflections of teacher performance. Teacher evaluation ratings should
not be influenced by extraneous variables but should level the playing field for all
teachers. Essentially, the ratings obtained through the teacher evaluation process should
not be influenced by school or teacher-level characteristics, such as teacher race or the
proportion of economically disadvantaged students in a school or classroom.
Ultimately, this research study sought to examine two overarching themes: first,
whether the teacher evaluation model utilized in a large, urban district in the southeastern
United States provides an accurate assessment of teacher quality and second, whether
school and teacher characteristics are predictive of educator evaluation ratings.
Essentially, the study was established to determine whether the teacher evaluation system
accurately assesses the performance of all teachers despite their race and the unique
characteristics of the schools where they serve.
Teachers in the district were not observed on a regular basis prior to the
reformation of the district’s teacher evaluation system. The reformed teacher evaluation
model, while not perfect, represented the district’s drastic shift away from only observing
teachers once every five years to measuring teacher performance every year. This
measurement of teacher performance was no longer based solely on observations of
classroom instruction but also on metrics such as student performance and perceptions.
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Since this shift from past practice represents a clear effort to more accurately
assess teacher practice, it is important to examine the extent to which these changes are
influencing the way teacher performance is quantified across the district. While
classroom observations have been criticized in the past for inaccuracy, measures such as
Tripod surveys, which measure students’ perceptions of teacher practice, have been
upheld as more accurate reflections of teacher performance and better predictors of
student performance.
In conducting this research, the researcher had two purposes. The first purpose for
conducting this research study was the need to determine whether or not the components
of the Teacher Effectiveness Measure (TEM), accurately measure teacher performance.
The secondary purpose of this study was examining whether teachers’ performance
ratings are influenced by teacher and school-level demographics. This study examined
whether or not school-related factors such as school culture and the proportion of NonWhite, ELL, SPED, and Economically Disadvantaged students influenced teacher
ratings. Differences in the ratings of teachers with varying levels of experience and from
different ethnic backgrounds were also examined.
Since evaluation components such as student perceptions have been identified as
more accurate measures of teacher performance, there should be alignment between
teachers’ scores on Tripod surveys and the observation ratings that they receive from
school and district evaluators.
The teacher evaluation system has been marketed as a tool for district and school
leaders to utilize to assess performance, develop and support teachers, and make
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employment decisions; therefore, it is essential that it serve as a valid measure of
effectiveness for all teachers. Prior to development of the new teacher evaluation system,
decisions to retain and dismiss teachers were not strategic. When teacher dismissals did
occur, they were rarely based on classroom performance. Similarly, teacher retention
decisions were not tied to classroom performance. Since most teachers received the
highest performance ratings and were retained each year, teachers who were truly highperforming and pushing the needle on student achievement were not treated differently
than their peers.
Shifting to the use of the teacher evaluation system as a tool for decision making
necessitates an exploration of its efficacy for evaluating teachers from all racial
backgrounds and schools. Since results of previous studies revealed that ratings acquired
from some teacher evaluation systems have been influenced by factors other than the
level of instruction that teachers deliver, a secondary purpose of this study was examining
whether teachers’ performance ratings are influenced by teacher and school-level
demographics. This study examined whether or not school-related factors such as school
culture and the proportion of Non-White, ELL, SPED, and Economically Disadvantaged
students influenced teacher ratings. Differences in the ratings of teachers with varying
levels of experience and from different ethnic backgrounds were also examined.
Discussion of Findings
This study focused on five smaller research questions in order to answer the two
major research questions. These research questions were used to examine the
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relationships between components of teacher evaluations, and to examine the impact of
teacher and school-level characteristics on teacher ratings.
In order to answer the first major research question of whether different
components of the evaluation model paint similar pictures of educator effectiveness, the
study explored the following research questions:
1. What is the relationship between multiple measures of teacher effectiveness:
teacher observation scores, teacher-level student growth scores, and student
perceptions of teacher performance?
2. Do the distributions of teacher effectiveness ratings vary for teachers based on
race or years of experience, or who are teaching in different school-level
demographic contexts?
The second major research question examined in this study assessed whether school and
teacher characteristics are predictive of educator evaluation ratings. Essentially, the study
sought to determine whether the teacher evaluation system accurately assesses the
performance of all teachers despite their race and the unique characteristics of the schools
where they serve. The research subquestions that answer this second major question are:
3. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the observation scores
assigned to teachers?
4. Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the Tripod scores assigned
to teachers?
5.

Do characteristics of teachers and schools predict the individual growth
scores assigned to teachers?
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An analysis of the data revealed the following key findings, discussed in more detail
later in the chapter. Related to the first major research question of whether different
components of the evaluation model paint similar pictures of educator effectiveness, the
key findings were:


the components of the Teacher Effectiveness Measure (TEM) were correlated,
suggesting it is a valid multiple-measures evaluation model;



despite this, minority teachers were more likely to get lower observation
scores than white teachers;



veteran teachers were more likely to receive higher TRIPOD scores than
novice teachers;



novice teachers were more likely to receive higher TVAAS scores; and



both observation ratings and TVAAS scores decreased as the proportion of
economically disadvantaged students in a school increased.

Related to the second major research question of whether school and teacher
characteristics are predictive of educator evaluation ratings, the key findings were:


the proportion of economically disadvantaged students in schools was the
greatest predictor of teacher observation scores. In the presence of the other
variables in the model, teachers’ observation scores were lower in schools that
had higher percentages of students receiving free and reduced priced lunch;



the second highest predictor of observation scores was the school-level
Instructional Culture Insight score. In the presence of other variables in the
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regression model, teachers’ observation scores were also lower in schools
with lower Instructional Culture Insight scores;


in the presence of other variables in the regression model, White teachers
received observation scores that were significantly higher than the scores
received by their Non-White peers;



in the presence of other variables in the second regression model, Tripod
scores were higher in schools that had higher percentages of ELL students;



in the presence of other variables in the second regression model, Teachers in
schools with higher Insight scores also received higher Tripod scores;



in the presence of the other variables in the model, growth scores were higher
in schools serving students from higher socioeconomic backgrounds; and



also, teachers in schools with higher Insight scores also received higher
growth scores.

In order to answer the first research question, the researcher examined the
correlations between and among the components of the model. The data revealed that the
components of the model were correlated. The subquestions of the first research question
speak to whether the correlations hold for specific teacher and school demographics. It
was interesting that race and years of experience surfaced as significant contextual
variables. Relationships between teacher observation scores, TVAAS scores, and Tripod
scores were examined. Calculation of correlation coefficients indicated that the null
hypothesis should be rejected. Significant relationships existed between observation,
growth, and Tripod scores. There was a moderate, positive correlation between
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observation scores and TVAAS scores, which demonstrates that teachers’ growth scores
improved as their observation scores improved. This is promising since observation
scores should paint a similar picture of teacher effectiveness as growth scores. Although
the magnitude of the relationship was smaller than the relationship between observation
and TVAAS scores, Tripod scores were also positively correlated with observation
ratings. As teachers’ observation ratings increased, Tripod scores also increased. TVAAS
scores were also significantly correlated with Tripod scores. Teachers with higher
TVAAS scores also received higher Tripod scores.
Also, the distributions for Tripod scores and value-added ratings were more
balanced than that for the observation distribution. While 82% of teachers received
Effective or Highly Effective Tripod scores, 66% of teachers received TVAAS scores
that were Effective or Highly Effective. It is important to note that while 82% of teachers
received Effective or Highly Effective Tripod scores when these ratings were
transformed to a 5-point scale, the average Tripod score was .67. This score means that
67% of teachers received favorable ratings from their students on Tripod constructs. This
demonstrates that the distribution of Tripod scores (67% rated favorably) and TVAAS
ratings (66% meeting minimum expectations set by the state) are more similar to each
other than to the distribution of observation ratings. The similarity in these distributions is
not surprising since research has revealed that Tripod scores are more accurate predictors
of performance than other teacher evaluation measures.
In order to answer the secondary question of whether or not ratings differ for
teachers of different races and varying years of experience, a subset of ratings for
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teachers were examined to determine whether there were differences between these
distributions for teachers with varying demographic characteristics. The first variable of
interest was teacher race. As a result, independent samples t-tests were conducted to see
if statistically significant differences existed between each evaluation component and
teacher race. The analysis of race resulted in a partial rejection of the null hypothesis.
There were significant differences between the observation and Tripod scores of White
and Non-White teachers. For both observation and Tripod scores, White teachers
received scores that were significantly higher than their Non-White peers. Compared to
the results for the observation analysis, the mean difference between Tripod scores and
teacher race (.026) was minimal. There was a difference of .331 in the average
observation mean for White and Non-White teachers. Evidence exists to show that
minority teachers are more likely to work in higher poverty schools (Belsha, 2016). This
statistic held true for this study. Of the sample of White teachers, 44% worked in schools
where 90% or more of the students were identified as economically disadvantaged by
their school lunch status. Of the sample of Non-White teachers, 70% worked in schools
where 90% or more of their students were identified as economically disadvantaged. The
greater likelihood of Non-White teachers working in schools that serve more
disadvantaged populations may explain some of the differences in the ratings that they
received compared to their White peers. This is an important finding to further investigate
since retention and dismissal decisions in the district are now predicated on teacher
performance ratings and teachers should not be penalized for serving in more challenging
schools.
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Independent samples t-tests were also employed to examine whether there were
differences in evaluation scores for novice and veteran teachers. The results of the
analysis result in a partial rejection of the null hypothesis. While observation scores did
not differ for novice and veteran teachers, there were significant differences between the
Tripod and growth scores of novice and veteran teachers. The finding for Tripod scores
was not surprising since additional years of experience are expected to translate into
higher levels of performance for teachers. Contrastingly, novice teachers, or teachers with
three or fewer years of experience earned growth scores that were significantly higher
than the scores that veteran teachers earned. Before discussing this finding, it is important
to note the differences in the samples under examination. While there were 124 novice
teachers included in the analysis, there were 826 veteran teachers included in the
analysis. Barring the difference in sample sizes, this finding raises questions about the
growth of veteran teachers. As highlighted in The Mirage, researchers found that teachers
on average demonstrated growth in the early years, until around year five, and too many
teachers plateau before mastering some very critical skills (TNTP, 2015). The
significantly higher scores earned by novice teachers could be influenced by a failure of
veteran teachers to continuously innovate and learn new strategies to address the needs of
an ever-changing student population. Additionally, the difference in ratings could
indicate that students who are struggling the most are assigned to the least experienced
teachers. If this is the case, these students, who have a greater distance to grow, may
make more traction during the school year than their peers who are not multiple grade
levels behind.
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Additionally, in answering the first research question, further examination of the
correlation coefficients revealed interesting relationships between school-level
characteristics and observation ratings. The significant, positive relationship between
instructional culture and observation ratings raises questions as to whether educators who
teach in schools with disproportionate numbers of at-risk students, who often present
more behavioral challenges than their peers, are disadvantaged by the observation
system. There was a statistically, significant relationship between observation scores and
school-level FRPL status. This negative relationship revealed that teachers’ observation
ratings decreased as the proportion of economically disadvantaged students in schools
increased. Individual growth scores, which were significantly correlated with most
variables in the model, were also negatively correlated with FRPL rates. Teachers who
worked in schools serving a larger population of economically disadvantaged students
earned lower individual growth scores. These results raise several concerns. The
differences in evaluation ratings may indicate that teachers in high-poverty schools are
not delivering the same quality of instruction as their peers in schools with less
disadvantaged students. On the other hand, these differences may indicate that it’s more
difficult for teachers to earn the highest average scores in high-poverty schools due to the
unique challenges that these schools face. If this is the case, it raises concerns that
teachers who challenge themselves to serve in schools with students who need them the
most are being adversely affected by their decision (University of Chicago Consortium of
School Research, 2016). The differences in evaluation ratings may result in these teachers
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transferring to schools with lower levels of poverty where it appears to be easier to earn
higher evaluation ratings.
While Tripod scores were significantly correlated with all variables in the model,
the most interesting relationship surfaced between Tripod scores and FRPL status. Unlike
the relationship between observation scores and FRPL, the correlation between Tripod
scores and FRPL status was positive. Teachers who served in the most disadvantaged
schools received the highest Tripod scores. Unlike observation ratings assigned by school
leaders, students’ perceptions of teacher practice do not seem to be influenced by higher
school poverty concentrations.
The next phase of analysis sought to answer the second major research question
of whether school and teacher characteristics are predictive of educator evaluation ratings
The regression analyses conducted in this study explored whether characteristics of
teachers and schools are predictors of observation, Tripod, and growth scores for teachers
in the district. To answer subquestion 3, the first regression model was estimated to test
the null hypothesis that there was not a predictive relationship between teacher and
school-level characteristics and the observation scores assigned to teachers. The results of
this analysis resulted in a rejection of the null hypothesis. The proportion of economically
disadvantaged students in schools was the greatest predictor of teacher observation
scores. A one unit decrease in the FRPL rate yielded a .01 increase in teacher observation
ratings. These results could be indicative of less effective teachers in schools that serve
the most disadvantaged students. If this is the case, consideration should be given to
attracting more effective teachers to schools where students need them most. This could
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be accomplished in different ways including offering bonuses to high-quality teachers
who are willing to work in these schools, allowing groups of teachers to transfer to these
schools together, and implementing strategies to retain high performing teachers. To
retain high performing teachers, it is imperative that the district ensures the observation
ratings assigned to teachers are accurate and can be used to differentiate teachers who are
performing at different levels. On the other hand, the predictive power of FRPL rates
could be indicative of issues with the observation system. If teachers’ observation ratings
are more reflective of the challenges faced in high-poverty schools instead of the level of
instruction that teachers are delivering to students, the district must identify ways to level
the playing field for teachers in all schools.
The second highest predictor of observation scores was the school-level
Instructional Culture Insight score. As can be expected, teachers in schools with higher
ratings for school culture received higher observation scores. This finding raises an
important task for school leaders. To ensure teachers are best positioned to provide highquality instruction that meets students’ needs, leaders must ensure that their school
cultures are conducive to learning and teaching. Since earlier analysis revealed that
observation scores are lower in schools that serve larger populations of economically
disadvantaged students, it may serve leaders well to intentionally focus on the
improvement of school culture. This may help to resolve some of the challenges that
teachers experience when working with as-risk groups of students.
This analysis revealed another finding that may warrant additional investigation.
Although the effect of race on observation scores was smaller than that of FRPL rates and
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Insight scores, it was still a predictor of the observation scores that teachers receive.
White teachers received observation scores that were .151 points higher than the scores
received by Non-White teachers. As was highlighted earlier in this study, the majority of
teachers in high-poverty schools are Non-White. Since teachers in high-poverty schools
are receiving lower observation ratings than their peers in less disadvantaged schools, it is
expected that the Non-White teachers who serve in these schools are receiving lower
ratings than their White peers in schools with lower levels of poverty.
To answer subquestion 4, the second regression model was estimated to test the
null hypothesis that there is not a predictive relationship between characteristics of
teachers and schools and the Tripod scores assigned to teachers. A significant regression
equation was found which resulted in rejection of the null hypothesis. The greatest
predictor of Tripod scores was the percentage of ELL students in a school. For every oneunit increase in the percentage of ELL students, there was a .003 increase in teachers’
Tripod scores. As part of the Tripod administration process, districts must adhere to
certain requirements to address the unique needs of ELL students and the language
barriers that they may face. In addition to translating the surveys into students’ primary
home languages, surveys are also read to students who may have deficiencies that would
prevent them from understanding the survey items. School-level Insight scores were also
significant predictors of Tripod scores. While Insight scores measure school culture at the
school-level, Tripod scores measure various elements of instructional practice, including
the extent to which teachers demonstrate that they care for the students in their
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classrooms. Since these variables measure similar constructs, it is not surprising that a
predictive relationship exists.
To answer subquestion 5, the third regression model was estimated to test the null
hypothesis that there is not a predictive relationship between characteristics of teachers
and schools and the Individual TVAAS scores assigned to teachers. A significant
regression equation was found which resulted in rejection of the null hypothesis. FRPL
rate was the greatest predictor of teacher-level student growth scores. The analysis
revealed that for every one-unit increase in the percentage of economically disadvantaged
students, there was a .048 point decrease in the value-added index score. Unlike measures
of proficiency that require all students to meet the same bar to be classified as proficient,
value-added scores should partially level the playing field for teachers and students
(McCaffrey, 2012). Since the performance of students in high-poverty schools is often
lower than the performance of students in schools with lower levels of poverty, failing to
meet the state’s minimum expectations for growth exacerbates existing issues. If students
are not growing, the achievement gap between students in high-poverty schools will
never reach the performance of teachers in less disadvantaged schools. Results of this
analysis should be further examined to assess factors that are impeding the growth of
students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
School culture was also a significant predictor of growth scores. For each one-unit
increase in the school culture index, there was a 1.931 point increase in growth scores.
This finding further emphasizes the importance of focusing on the improvement of school
instructional culture. Improving school culture is important for multiple reasons. A
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positive school culture affords teachers and school leaders with the opportunity to focus
their time on instruction instead of losing invaluable instructional time as a result of an
unbalanced focus on behavior issues. Research has shown that school culture also
impacts the rate at which effective teachers leave schools which further impacts student
performance. In the report, Greenhouse Schools: How Schools Can Build Cultures Where
Students and Teachers Thrive, it was revealed that 10% of effective teachers in schools
with weak instructional cultures identified school environment and learning culture as the
most important reasons for them considering leaving their schools (TNTP, 2012). To
improve student performance in low-performing schools, principals must implement
strategies to improve school culture so teachers who have the potential to deliver highquality instruction to students can be retained.
Limitations of Study
While this research study revealed findings that facilitate a better understanding
of the multiple-measure teacher evaluation model that was implemented in the district
under study during the 2012-2013 school year, there are limitations that could potentially
impact the applicability and generalizability of findings. One limitation of this study is
the use of historical evaluation data that may not reflect the performance of current
teachers in the district or changes that have occurred in the district. Since these data were
collected, the district has experienced a merger with the suburban school district and
several changes in leadership. Additionally, recent changes in the observation rubric and
weightings of components in the evaluation model could potentially influence analysis
results and findings. Future research should be conducted to focus on teacher evaluation
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data based on the current observation framework and scoring protocols. This research
would also be more representative of all teachers in the district.
Additionally, this study was a snapshot of one year versus a year-over-year
analysis. Teachers may and many do, grow over time. Therefore, it is important to
contextualize these findings within the limitation that it represents one moment in a more
longitudinal picture of a teacher’s overarching professional career.
While teacher performance levels were available for each of the evaluation
components, the analysis in this study required the use of raw data and average scores.
The district did not provide raw data for each evaluation component across the requested
years. To combat this issue, the data in this study reflect teacher performance across
multiple years. While observation and Tripod data from the 2012-2013 school year were
utilized, the TVAAS scores used were from the 2011-2012 school year and Insight index
scores were from the 2013-2014 school year. Demographic data were also used from the
2013-2014 school year. Future research should incorporate data from the same school
year for each evaluation component. This will allow researchers to speak more to the
alignment between evaluation components since they will represent all of a teacher’s
performance during a single school year.
When conducting regression analysis, there are six statistical assumptions that
researchers should test for. When the assumptions were tested for this study, data did not
meet the assumption of independent errors. Essentially, there was some auto-correlation
among the error terms. The Durbin-Watson statistic is used to determine whether this
assumption is met. Values of 2 indicate that there is no auto-correlation, whereas values
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approaching 0 indicate that there is auto-correlation. For the regression models in this
study, Durbin-Watson values ranged from 1.698- 1.913. Future research should examine
additional independent variables that may be missing from the model. Since the exclusion
of additional evaluation components is limited to how the district’s model is defined,
there may be additional demographic variables that can be tested to see if they eliminate
the auto correlation issues. Since there was some auto-correlation present, an alpha level
of .01 was used for all statistical tests instead of the less rigorous significance level of
.05.
Recommendations for Future Studies
The data from this study yielded some interesting findings that may warrant
additional analyses and be instructive for future research. This study did not use a cohort
analysis to examine year over year teacher growth. The teacher evaluation model being
used in the district has now been implemented for several years. It would be important to
use data for all years of implementation to see if the findings from this study hold and
check for internal consistency. By studying the longitudinal results, correlations over
time could be analyzed to examine internal consistency. Also, by looking at multiple
years of data, which the district does have, it would be possible to explore and gain a
deeper understanding of the context and any related implications. Future studies might
utilize hierarchical linear modeling, or cluster analysis as a method to analyze multiple
years of data.
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Relatedly, it would be important to study again in several years to see if teachers
who had improved observation scores also had improved TVAAS scores, given the
components were correlated. Doing so would indicate that the feedback and professional
development that teachers were receiving was meaningful and actually contributing to
teacher growth and translating to improved student outcomes.
Additionally, as educators across the country are looking at ways to more
meaningfully engage students who have historically struggled, it might be interesting to
dig deeper understanding why TRIPOD scores were higher for ELL students in the
district. Focus groups with both ELL students and their teachers might yield more
qualitative data that would help better understand this finding.
A third possible area for additional research would be to better understand the role
of teacher demographics in observation ratings. Future research should probe more into
the area to better understand the differences highlighted in this study, and to further
explore areas that might arise related to potential bias.
Implications for Practice
Ultimately, this research study sought to examine two overarching themes:
whether the teacher evaluation model utilized in the district under study provides an
accurate assessment of teacher quality and whether school and teacher characteristics are
predictive of educator evaluation ratings. Essentially, the study was established to
determine whether the teacher evaluation system accurately assesses the performance of
all teachers despite their race and the unique characteristics of the schools where they
serve.
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While the TEM, the multiple-measure evaluation model utilized in the district
under study, is not a perfect model, it does align to recommendations in the MET project.
These recommendations were based on research that demonstrated the superiority of the
multiple-measure approach above traditional observation-only approaches to evaluating
teacher performance. Perfect alignment between components does not exist and is not
expected. As revealed by Kane, McCaffrey, Miller, and Staiger (2013) in the final MET
report, evaluation model components, when combined, should paint a comprehensive
picture of teacher effectiveness. This comprehensive picture is a more accurate reflection
of teacher performance than any single evaluation measure provides. Value-added scores
are considered to be the North Star when assessing teacher effectiveness. Based on the
relationships between value-added scores and the other components in the evaluation
model in this study, the other components seem to be valid and reliable measures of
teacher effectiveness as well. Although ongoing analyses are needed to ensure continued
alignment between the model’s components, at present, this study suggests that it is a
valuable tool for teacher development and human capital decisions.
The second question of whether school and teacher characteristics are predictive
of educator evaluation ratings revealed more interesting findings with additional
implications for practice. Because the results showed that certain demographics, such as
teacher race and school poverty concentration were in fact predictive of educator ratings,
additional analyses should be considered to further investigate the unintended and
unmitigated effects of these variables in influencing a teacher’s performance. District
leaders should consider how evaluation scores are interpreted for certain races of
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teachers, particularly when these teachers are serving in more challenging school
environments (across-school variance) and serving at-risk populations of students
(within-school variance) who oftentimes present additional challenges in classroom
settings. While most discussions have raised questions about across-school variance and
the impact on teacher performance, fewer studies have raised questions about the impact
of within-school variance on teacher performance. Assessing the impact of both factors is
particularly important in districts with schools that are serving two different "tracks" of
students. If teacher evaluation systems will continue to be used for teacher development
and human capital decisions as originally intended, these factors should be examined in
depth.
One cautionary tale that must be considered when discussing implications for
practice is the context in which he original data were collected. This was not an
experimental study in which data were gathered in a controlled setting. These data
include real teachers teaching real students in a real urban context. It is important to
recognize this exact context when drawing conclusions from the findings, and be explicit
about what the findings are and are not saying.
There are a few conclusions to avoid. It should not be assumed that explanations
on either polar end are plausible rationale. In other words, it cannot be assumed that all
teachers of color are poor or worse teachers, and additionally it should not be assumed
that all teacher evaluation models contain implicit bias. Readers should avoid dismissing
the TEM as a biased instrument. Instead further investigation should look more closely at
race along with more demographic information to find out what other variables might be
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at play. Similarly, rather than summarily dismiss TEM as a valid instrument, further
study to ensure there is not bias in the tool nor process might be warranted.
One conclusion that is safe to accept is that context matters. As we strive to
identify effective teachers, there might be nuance. In other words, when narrowed down
to their own population, effective teachers are not widgets either. We know that mutual
consent matters, (TNTP, 2009). There might be reasons why effective teachers are more
effective in a specific or nuanced context. This has implications for how we think about
teacher development and perhaps even more urgently, there might be implications for
how we think about student and teacher assignments. The field has mostly treated student
and teacher assignments as a random process that does not impact how we think about
teacher performance or development. This study might warrant practitioners to ask the
question of whether the matching process is indeed random and should continue to be
treated as such.
Also, the findings may lead us to think about a more tailored approach for
Colleges of Education and alternative certification programs to train teachers for uniquely
for urban education, or to work with specific populations or within specific contexts
Conclusion
Nearly a decade ago, the federal government’s focus on teacher accountability for
student academic outcomes increased. As part of this shift, districts and states began
overhauling their teacher evaluation systems to more accurately assess the performance
of teachers (Donaldson, 2012). This was a drastic shift from the traditional approach of
inconsistently using a sole metric, results of classroom observations, as the measure of
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teacher effectiveness. To improve outcomes and earn both federal and private funding,
districts across the nation transitioned to educator evaluation models that were publicized
for their reliability and predictive ability. Many of these multiple measure models
included components in addition to observations, including value-added scores and
surveys that measured student perceptions of teacher performance. Although independent
of each other, when combined, the components of these evaluation models painted
comprehensive pictures of teacher effectiveness. Essentially, these models formed the
basis of evaluative and development processes in districts and became the foundation for
teacher hiring, retention, compensation and dismissal decisions.
The multiple-measure model employed in the district being considered formed the
basis of the analysis in this study. The data revealed that relationships existed between
the three primary components of the teacher evaluation system: classroom observations,
student perceptions, and value-added, or growth scores. This study also revealed that
there were relationships between the components of the evaluation model and
characteristics of teachers and schools. In fact, school culture and school poverty
concentration were related to the performance ratings that teachers received. Some of the
relationships found during the analysis were alarming since evaluation ratings are used
for retention and dismissal decisions. One of the most alarming relationships was
between observation ratings and school poverty. Teachers serving in the highest poverty
schools were rated as less effective than their peers who worked in less challenging
environments. If these teachers are actually less effective than their peers in less
disadvantaged schools, it is imperative that district leaders focus on strategies to attract
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high-quality teachers to the schools where they are most needed. If these teachers are not
less effective, however, adjustments should be made to the evaluation system to ensure
serving where students’ needs are greater does not disadvantage teachers who are
delivering high-quality instruction. The results of this study could be used to spearhead
conversations with district leaders that focus on the efficacy of the evaluation process for
teachers who work in all types of schools and those who serve students from varying
backgrounds.
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